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1. Introduction
The aim of this document is to provide National Statistical Institutes NSIs (or National
Statistical Authorities) guidelines and a description of the process to profile internationally
large and complex Multi-National Enterprise Groups (MNE’s 3 ). The document will also
provide a description how to delineate the Statistical Unit structure at the global and national
level, including the main features of the units. The guidelines are in accordance with the
proposals of the ESSnet on profiling large and complex enterprise groups that are detailed in
the Profiling Methodology4.
This document is directed mainly to profiling staff and offers practical indications and solutions
on how, where and when the profiling process should be undertaken. It describes the
operational process used by the involved actors and how the process should lead to agreement
between the concerned NSIs and the Global Enterprise Group (GEG) itself.
These guidelines are described in a way that they give space for national adaptations for
specific situations and for more detailed instructions for instance regarding the use of the
profiling Template and Report.
The ultimate goal is the use of the results of profiling in economic statistics compilation by the
statisticians as users in each NSI. The users of the results and the GEG are evident partners in
the process.
In order to integrate this new profiling approach, the ESSnet profiling needed to propose a new
definition for the statistical unit "Enterprise", definition that takes into account the global
dimension of the economic activity.
The present guidelines are meant to become a standard for carrying out international or global
profiling.

1.1. What is profiling?
The ESSnet profiling uses the definition of profiling already given in the Eurostat Business
Registers Recommendations Manual:
“Profiling is a method to analyse the legal, operational and accounting structure of an
enterprise group at national and world level, in order to establish the statistical units within
that group, their links, and the most efficient structures for the collection of statistical data”
(annex 3.1, paragraph 19.9).

3

Preferably called GEGs (global enterprise groups) thereafter in this document.
Methodology of profiling, Report of the Work package B of the ESSnet on profiling large and complex MNE’s:
Conceptual framework, methodology rules and standards, Version 3.0, January 2014.
4
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This definition has been neither changed nor challenged in the proposals of the ESSnet and
during the preparation of these Guidelines, except for the first level (starting point) used for
analysis that is always at the global level.

1.2. What does international profiling mean?
Global or International profiling of GEGs is fully different from profiling large and complex
groups from a national point of view. Even if definitions often remain similar to these of the
Chapter 19 of the present BR recommendations manual, the process is totally different: its
starting point is to analyse the GEGs regardless borders, with a top-down approach resulting in
Global Enterprises (GENs) as first results. These GENs have pure national parts, which are
named Truncated Enterprises (TENs).
In national profiling the national part of an enterprise group (truncated group) is the starting
point. Global profiling of GEG’s will lead to complete different results compared with national
profiling, not only because of a different approach in the different countries5, but also because
of the difference in the point of view: splitting the global group in globally economically
significant parts of the Group instead of splitting the truncated group in national parts as
considered relevant for national statistics within this scope.
The most important goal of the international profiling is to reach improved international
consistency in economic statistics and thus improved quality.

1.3. What does profiling include?
The main objectives of profiling are the establishment of the Enterprise statistical units within
the Enterprise group and the testing of their statistical abilities (see also §4).
The collection of Business Register information (national and Euro-Groups Register, EGR) is
included in profiling. Profiling will also include testing the availability of collecting “core”
variables such as Structural Business Statistics (SBS) data and the willingness of the GEG to
provide such data. The question regarding the collection of such data through surveys or
administrative data is an important consideration which is still under review.
The role of profilers is to: identify the most appropriate statistical structure of the GEG
and to analyse and test the feasibility of its use for statistics compilation and data
collection. The responsibility of the profiling team does not stop at the collection of
information, but goes to the point that they should ensure that the delineated enterprise
statistical units are suitable for statistical purposes. Profilers, in close cooperation with
statistical users, will confirm if the data can be used for statistical purposes and ultimately for
producing statistical figures adequate for publication and compilation.
These guidelines will describe the way to delineate the statistical structure of a GEG into global
and truncated enterprises, including the analysis of the suitability of these units for statistical
purposes. Especially new in relation to national profiling is the communication and agreement
process of the NSI of the UCI 6 country that proposes the profile with the NSIs of the
“partnering countries” in which the GEG also has activities, in order to reach a full consistent
international structure and infrastructure for comparable statistics compilation.
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The ESSnet has nevertheless stressed that the proposed methodology and process can, without any problem, be
applied for pure domestic enterprise groups (all-resident Enterprise groups).
6
The country of the main decision centre called the “ultimate controlling institutional unit” UCI. As in some
statistical domains this main or global decision centre is called GDC, a discussion is in course for its naming: but
for profiling purposes, there is no difference between GDC and UCI.
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1.4. Reasons for profiling
There are several reasons and benefits for profiling:
The most important economic actors in the EU as well as in the EU/EFTA Member
States mainly belong to GEGs and are integrated in the global structures of the GEGs. The
delineation of enterprises should reflect this global organisation in order to make it simpler for
the GEG to provide data and to improve the quality for the (National) business statistics based
on these enterprises. It will also improve consistency with the business statistics of the other
Member States and in consequence it allows the calculation of improved EU+EFTA business
statistics.
The legal and administrative organisation of the GEG deviates from the operational
organisation and structure. The latter is of primary importance for the delineation of Enterprise
units.
A GEG consists of a very large number (from hundreds to thousands) of legal units. It is
nearly impossible then to establish the economic role of each single legal unit and to collect real
meaningful statistical data.
It is important that enterprise delineations reflect the way the GEG sees itself, in order to
obtain its cooperation for answering and assessing the quality of answers. The opposite case in
which the GEG does not recognise itself in the defined enterprises is detrimental to good
quality statistical observation and response.
The outline of the guidelines is in accordance with the main steps in international (global)
profiling, but is starting with a short recapitulation of the basic model (§2), the definitions of the
units (§3), the main objectives of the profiling process (§4) and the main sources for profiling
(§5).

2. The general statistical units model for international profiling of a GEG: a top down
approach
The ESSnet profiling proposes to implement the global profiling of GEGs according to the
following conceptual model:
Legal/administrative
world (global)

Legal Unit

Economic/statistical
world (global)

Global Enterprise
group

Global
Enterprise

Local (legal) unit

Local unit

SPE

Economic/statistical
world (sub-global)

Legal/administrative
world (sub-global)

Truncated Enterprise
group

Legal or operational
unit (sub global)

SPE
Truncated
Enterprise

Local unit

In using this model, profiling proceeds according to a top down approach that:

Local unit
legal or operational
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Starts from the GEG as a whole, including the check of its perimeter of controlled Legal
Units (LeU’s) in all countries in which it operates,
- Analyses its activities at a global level, resulting in the delineation of the GENs and then,
- Goes down to the national level, defining the truncated enterprises purely as the national
parts of the global enterprises.
It is in line with the economic vision the group has of itself and its organisation. According to
the model, there will be, per country, only one truncated enterprise (TEN) belonging to one
global enterprise (GEN).

The legal units play an important role in the model since they are:
- The elementary units of the cluster of control of the global enterprise group: they must be
exhaustively listed.
- The previous statistical units in most of the countries: for overall consistency, it is necessary
to remove them from the statistical part of the register, at the same time you introduce the
new enterprise-type units. LeU’s then remain important for purposes of identification.
For identification, legal units or administrative units are also fundamental in the definition of
the perimeter of the global and truncated enterprises7. However, with this top-down approach,
conceptually, a legal unit may be split into several GENs or TENs. There may be examples
where the relationships between (truncated) enterprises and legal/administrative units are too
complex to establish. In practice, the profilers should try to express the (truncated) enterprises
in terms of legal/administrative units as much as possible8.
This model gives a special attention to the Special Purpose Entities (SPEs) that make the legal
structure of a group more complex and could blur the economic analysis of the group. For this
reason, the SPEs will be treated as quasi-global enterprises themselves or as a part of quasiglobal enterprises.

3. The units to be used during the profiling process
Global Enterprise Group (GEG):
Definition: The global enterprise group is a set of legal units under common direct or indirect
control. It mostly appears as a combination of legal units bound together by legal and/or
financial links. 9
The GEG is primarily defined in the basic EGR process; it is checked and eventually updated in
the profiling process.
A global enterprise group is to be constituted regardless of national borders.

7

This could be represented in the diagram with a relationship between the (truncated) enterprise and the
legal/administrative units using a broken line.
8
Among the issues under review, is also included the “Nationality” of LeU’s: if until now the number of
“European society” seems rare, the importance of “permanent establishments” (branches in one country of LeU’s
incorporated in another country) might be important at least in some sectors; if this phenomenon is confirmed then
the links between legal units and TENs will become more complex!.
9
This definition will be updated according to the successive drafts of the FRIBS regulation. Until now, there is no
difference.
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Global Enterprise (GEN):
Definition: The global enterprise is a single legal unit (including a natural person), an
enterprise group as a set of legal units under common control, if the group includes no
autonomous parts or a part of an enterprise group, producing goods or services, benefiting
from a certain degree of autonomy in decision-making, especially for the allocation of its
current resources.
The global enterprise will often appear as an organisational unit that can provide meaningful
data for statistics. The GEN is to be considered as an actual (trans)actor in the process of
production in the economy.
From the definition it appears that the global enterprise can be either:
A single legal unit (including a natural person) if this LeU is “independent” or
sufficiently autonomous within the enterprise group or;
The whole of an enterprise group as a set of legal units under common control if the
group is managed globally and not more autonomous segments can be distinguished or;
An “autonomous” part of an enterprise group, producing goods or services.
Truncated Enterprise (TEN)11:
Definition: The truncated enterprise is the national part of the global enterprise.
It is important to mention here that national parts of GENs are not necessarily autonomous.
A GEN is an autonomous unit by definition but irrespective of the national boundaries.
A TEN can but must not be (significant) autonomous within the national boundaries.

4. The main objectives in international profiling
The countries which will undertake profiling should bear in mind that they should have, from
the beginning, an international approach. The statistical units (§3) resulting from profiling are
the basis for statistics compiled to describe the production process. The Structural Business
Statistics are the most important ones for this. Key element in international profiling is the
involvement of the NSI of the UCI country, of the NSIs of the partnering countries and of the
GEG in as a cooperative way as possible.
The 4 main objectives of the profiling process can be summarized as follows:
1. Deriving and classifying GENs at the global level as a proposal (including identification);
- Analyse the operational structure of the GEG.
- Prepare a proposal for the GEN structure.
- List the legal units for each GEN.12
2. Deriving and classifying TENs at the national level (including identification);
- List the legal units for each TEN.

10

This definition is used in the profiling tests and in a questionnaire by the ESSnet “Consistency”. The most recent
that came in spring 2013 is a draft for FRIBS. As it is not yet fully finalised, this document has not been updated.
But there is no conceptual difference in relation to profiling GEGS.
11
conform previous footnote
12
What implies to have done it - or do it at the same time - at the GEG level: this means checking and updating the
EGR.
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Objective 2 and/or 3 imply contacts with representatives of the GEG who are in charge of
operations at the global level to get their agreement on the analysis of the structure, the
delineation of the GENs/TENs, their links with the affiliate Legal Units and their ability to
produce the necessary “core” variables. It is strongly recommended to consult statistical users
and partnering countries for their opinion before contacting the GEG.
3. Agreement with the partnering NSI’s on the TENs (and legal units).
- List of TENs (and the list of legal units) to the partnering countries for confirmation
and feedback.
For objective 3, contact with national (local) officers of the concerned GEG is needed in order
to confirm their ability to provide the “core variables” at the country level and thus indirectly
confirm agreement on the TENs; such a contact is usually announced by the NSI of the UCI
during its visit at the global group level. This agreement should be formalised and approved by
a contract, a formal letter from the GEG or an official approval of the Minutes of meetings, to
be drafted and sent by the NSI.
4. Adoption of the GEG profile, updating the EGR and use of the TEN as supplied in national
business register for data collection.
To meet objective 4 the results of profiling should be centrally made available to the users.
Thus, in a medium term, the information concerning the updated GEG perimeter, and
characteristics, the delineated GENs and TENs, their characteristics and their links to Legal
Units will be loaded into the EGR. All these results of profiling then will be made available to
users, via EGR access at Europe and country levels, with priority to SBS statisticians and to
(FATS) statisticians, in this case via the specific EGR FATS interface. During the testing period
the result of profiling must be reported in two documents:
- The profiling report (PR) that gives a full documented13 vision on how the profiling was
done, on the main points of discussion and on the choices made.
- The profiling template (PT) that gives the statistical results of the profile.
In a near future, they will be integrated in the Interactive Profiling Tool (IPT) and the profiler’s
network will complete them directly in the IPT.
To achieve these objectives a profiling process is designed which exists of 4 main steps:
- Desk profiling
- Discussion with the statistical users
- Contact with the GEG
- Cooperation between UCI NSI and partnering NSI’s
Before describing these main steps in more detail (§9) the next paragraphs will first deal with
the sources in the profiling process (§5), the selection of the groups to be profiled (§6), the
difference between intense and light profiling (§7) and the collaborative process (§8).

5. The main sources for profiling
During the profiling process all sorts of information about the GEG is needed to come to a
proposal on its structure in terms of statistical units, its constituent legal units, its activities and
its availability to provide some economic core variables. The main sources which can be useful
in the profiling process are:

13

The documentation benefits from a short description of the GEG, its production, history, brands etc. which allows
to understand what profiling is “on”.
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a. EGR (Euro Groups Register):
This register, used for statistical purposes in Member States, focuses on GEGs operating on the
EU+EFTA territory. In order to provide GEG information, Eurostat collects data from
commercial sources and the national statistical business registers of the EU Member States and
EFTA countries. After the consolidation and validation process of the data, the register contains
the global structure of the enterprise group. The scope of the EGR will be extended to cover all
relevant GEGs acting in Europe.
The following units of a GEG and their characteristics are yet in the EGR:
Legal units: identity, demographic characteristics, control and ownership characteristics
(mainly financial links from/with natural persons and other legal units), activity code (NACE),
number of persons employed, turnover.
Enterprises: identity and demographic characteristics, activity code (NACE), number of
persons employed, turnover, institutional sector. (Note that the enterprises presently in the EGR
are in accordance with national implementations of the Enterprise definition!).
Enterprise groups: identity, demographic characteristics, the structure of the group, the global
group head, the global decision centre (UCI) and its country, activity code (NACE),
consolidated employment and turnover of the group.
The EGR is used as a starting point in the desk profiling process to complement the
template. This source gives us the first scope of the group in terms of LeU’s by countries.
Profiling results will serve as input for updating the EGR, including updating of the GEG
characteristics, its perimeter (LeU’s by country), adding the GENs and TENs their names
and characteristics and their links with the LeU’s.
b. Financial annual report
Listed companies have to report several times by year, to their investors and shareholders, the
main useful economic and financial figures and information in order to shed light on their
activities.
A financial statement (or financial report) is a formal record of the financial activities of a
business, person or other entity. For a business enterprise, all the relevant financial information
presented in a structured manner and in a form easy to understand, is called the financial
statements.
They usually include four basic financial statements, accompanied by a management discussion
and analysis:
- Statement of Financial Position, also referred to as a balance sheet: reports on a
company's assets, liabilities, and ownership equity at a given point in time.
- Statement of Comprehensive Income, usually split between a Profit and Loss statement
("P&L") or Income Statement, and a Statement of Other Comprehensive Income14; the P&Lreports on a company's income, expenses, and profits over a period of time. A Profit & Loss
statement provides information on the operations of the enterprise. These include sales and the
various expenses incurred during the processing state.
- Statement of Changes in Equity: explains the changes of the company's equity throughout
the reporting period

14

The OCI statement reports mainly on the gains and losses of assets and liabilities that are not directly related to
the operational activities of the GEG.
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- Statement of cash flows: reports on a company's cash flow activities, resulting from its
operating, investing and financing activities.
For large corporations, these statements are often complex and may include an extensive set of
notes to the financial statements and explanation of financial policies and management
discussion and analysis. The notes typically describe each item on the balance sheet, income
statement and cash flow statement in further detail. Notes to financial statements are considered
an integral part of the financial statements.
In case, we can access the Financial Annual Report, this source coming directly from the
group is very useful in the desk profiling process. First of all it gives a detailed presentation of
the group business and provides useful information to understand the group structure, perimeter
and activities. The annual report represents by definition the way the GEG recognises itself.
This can be from several and/or different point of view.
The main tables and parts of annual financial reports which are important to focus on in the
frame of desk profiling process are:
For worldwide (global) perimeter delineation (and for checking the GEG perimeter as
available from the EGR):
Legal structure of the group (this description gives useful details about the main
holdings of the group).
Consolidation perimeter (often only main affiliates are published).
Table of main affiliates and participations of the parent companies.
For the derivation of the GENs and TENs:
- Consolidated Financial Accounts (Balance sheet and “P&L”).
In the frame of profiling, it’s very important to check that the group produces
consolidated P&L by nature and not by functions. P&L by nature means that profit
and losses are reported according the cost components (purchases, personnel costs,
depreciation and so on). P&L by function means that expenses are classified according
to their role in the determination of net income. Cost of sales, distribution, marketing
and administrative expenses are the most current categories described in the "by
function" standard. P&L by function is more and more a current approach. More
(operating) “activity based” segments may be distinguished, e.g. in accordance with
IFRS8, but this is not necessary. A geographical segmentation is also frequently used. In
case the variables from the P&L are by functions, it’s not possible to derivate directly
National Accounts indicators from them.
- Notes to the consolidated financial accounts: consolidation norms used currency,
definition and details about the segments.
This information is very useful for complementing the Profiling report and also to derivate
GENs and TENs and to prepare contacts and a visit to the GEG.
It’s also important to check if there are major or minor intra-flows between the different
segments of the group. GEGs do not publish all necessary information but will have it available
in their internal information systems. During the contacts and the visits this can be discussed
and checked.
c. Business Registers
National business registers which contain the list of national LeUs and their main
characteristics (ID code, name, address, number of employees…) are also very useful in the
profiling process: they enable to check the details of all the LeUs of the perimeter of the Group
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to be profiled. NSI of the UCI or partnering countries have both to use this source in order to
check and update the information coming from the EGR or from the group itself.
As no single identification code for LeUs exists, it’s important that each NSI tries to find the
appropriate National ID code for the LeUs of its national scope in its national business register.
If the GEG records an internal ID number, it is highly recommended to include this in the
profiling documentation.
d. O-FATS surveys
Outward Foreign Affiliates Statistics survey (O-FATS survey) can be very helpful to
complement perimeter of the group or to provide consolidated turnover or employment by
TENs.
Statistical data and information collected through the O-FATS Survey provide an accurate
description and assessment of how GEGs are expanding internationally.
The survey contains data on the resident UCI of the GEG and on the identity of related foreign
affiliates as well as information on the mandatory variables:
Turnover,
Number of affiliates,
Number of employees,
Optional variables are (if available):
Employees expenses,
Investment,
The data can be displayed by the UCI at the affiliate level (case 1) or when there are too many
affiliates at NACE code (2 digits) by country level (case 2), with information of the number of
affiliates by box.
In case 1, it provides the worldwide annual perimeter of the GEG, which can help to
complement or to update the perimeter coming from the EGR.
In case 2, there is often a good consistency between “NACE code x Country” unit and TEN
concept (most of the time in these cases, the GEG has used its information by ”operating
segments” completed by a NACE code – the basis for the GEN/TEN analysis -, to answer to the
O-FATS survey, which means that the GEG has worked in line with the GEN and TEN
proposals), it’s possible to use consolidated figures coming from OFATS (employment and
turnover) to complement the Template.
In this case, we do not have the detailed perimeter of the GEG but it is possible to compare the
worldwide number of affiliates in the EGR and the worldwide number of affiliates in O-FATS
to assess the gap between the group perimeter and the one provided by EGR. When these
figures differ strongly, it is possible to focus on the affiliate’s number by country to identify
more precisely where it is important to complement our perimeter.
e. SBS surveys
Structural Business Statistics (SBS) surveys can also provide useful economic figures about the
LeUs of the perimeter of the GEG. Non-consolidated data coming from this national source can
be used when there is no way to get consolidated figures by TENs. They can also be helpful to
check the relevance of consolidated figures by TEN for partnering countries. By instance, it can
help to identify permanent establishment in case the cumulated turnover or employment of all
the legal units of a TEN is inferior to the consolidated figures provided by the group or OFATS
on the same scope.
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f. Results of other surveys
In some countries other sources (surveys or administrative sources) from the NSI or other
institution can help to delineate the perimeter of the GEG, to get consolidated figures or
additional information about the GEGs.
6. Selection of the groups to be profiled
The groups to be profiled should be the ones which impact the most the national statistics
because of their global organisation.
Eurostat proposes a segmentation of the EGR GEGs’ population into 3 categories:
- Large GEGs for intensive profiling
- Medium GEGs for light profiling
- Small GEGs that should be automatically profiled.
Three main criteria can be taken into account to delineate these 3 categories:
- the size of the group (global employment, number of subsidiaries, size of the group in
the EU)
- its complexity in terms of number of performed activities
- the geographical scope of the group (part of the EU employment outside the country of
the UCI and number of EU countries where the GEG is acting)
Two of these criteria (the size and the scope) are subjective and depend of the size of the
country where the group has its UCI. Indeed, a GEG of 3000 employees will be considered as a
large GEG in a small country where it will have a big impact on national statistics and as a
small GEG in a large country where its impact on statistics will be insignificant.
The detailed criteria of the segmentation are exposed in the WPB report § 20.
The following graphs show that the criteria allow delineating 3 sub-populations with
differentiated characteristics.

Only the GEGs that are in the top sub-population deserve intensive profiling.
The NSIs will select the cases where the UCI (Group Decision Centre, GDC) is present in their
country.

7. Intensive vs. light profiling
When profiling GEGs, a distinction can be made regarding their intensities, from “Intensive”
to “Light” profiling. Intensive and light profiling do not differ in terms of results, but in terms
of methodology. A minimum set of information still needs to be made available: delineation of
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GENs and TENs in terms of legal units, GENs and TENs economic information
(employment, turnover and NACE). The distinction mainly depends on the type of contact
established with the GEG, including visits or other direct contact with the GEG. In addition
another determining factor can be how much the partnering countries have been involved in the
derivation of the GENs and TENs.
- In “intensive” profiling the group should be fully involved in negotiation of the GEN or TEN
structures. Plus there may be situations were feedback from the NSIs of the profiling country
and the GEG may differ and therefore they may need the opportunity to “negotiate” the
statistical unit’s structure.
- In “light” profiling the GENs will be derived purely as a result of desk research. It appears
very rare that published information is sufficient for providing all necessary information for
profiling; thus data coming from other statistical sources seem essential. O-FATS data could be
in a lot of cases used as a helpful source of information to determine the GENs, including
eventually further use of its statistical results (e.g. on employment or turnover). However, it
must be noted that some contact with the group will be required in order to verify or confirm
the proposed GENs and TENs.
Light profiling does not require the TENs and the GENs to be confirmed by the partnering
countries to the same extent. Partnering countries will be informed with the possibility to
comment but this will be more a passive comment than active involvement.
However, the partnering countries keep in mind that their involvement includes the perspective
of using the resulting TENs in their own statistical work.
In the case that a GEG is selected for intensive profiling, it is possible that the profiling cannot
fully be finished, e.g. because of lack of cooperation by the GEG. These cases can be classified
as “Incomplete Intensive Profiled” ones. The results can be considered as similar to light
profiling, although undesired.
The following diagrams/schemes show the differences between light and intensive profiling:
Intensive profiling:
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Light profiling:

The criteria presented in §6. (Selection of the groups to be profiled) allow selecting GEGs for
intensive of light profiling.
In addition some practical criteria should apply to assess if a group is suitable for light or
intensive profiling. In particular, light profiling requires a higher availability of public data than
intensive profiling, where the information can be provided by the GEG itself.
Before starting to lightly profile a GEG, the UCI profiler should check the availability of the
mandatory information of the following documents:
- Consolidated annual accounts
 With segment information by activity
 With the delineation of segments in terms of legal units
- Answer to the O-FATS survey
 That allows to delineate the GENs and TENs
 That allows to derive economic information on GEN (and TEN)
These two sources are complementary.
If the mandatory information cannot be completed, the UCI profiler may take the decision to
contact the GEG to complete the profiling. In that case, it will become an intensively profiled
GEG.
At the opposite, if a profiling has been started as intensive but the GEG does not accept to
collaborate, it cannot automatically become a light profile. In order to transform it into a light
profiled GEG, the mandatory information needs to be available.
Currently the top 500 of largest and complex groups in the EU are intended to be profiled
intensively always.
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8. International Profiling – A Collaborative Process with NSIs, Users and GEGs
Communication with Statistical Users, other NSIs and GEG’s are all vital parts of the process
required to succeed in carrying out an international profile.
International profiling is not a solo activity of one country as results can affect statistics of all
countries in which a GEG operates. Therefore two categories of countries must be
distinguished:
1. The country that is responsible for the first profile proposal. This is the country of
residence of the UCI of the GEG. This corresponds to the Global Decision Centre of
the group (GDC). This country has the lead to come to the desired results. The
country of the UCI is indicated in the EGR, which provides the initial information
for international profiling.
2. The “partnering” countries are the non-UCI countries in which the GEG carries out
activities. These countries have the task to confirm the proposals of the UCI-country
according a defined confirmation process. This confirmation process includes
checking, commenting and approving. If not approving, the partnering countries are
asked to make counter-proposals.
The GEG itself also needs to be considered an important partner in the profiling process. Good
intensive profiling will fail without the cooperation of the GEG. In light profiling, in which
there is less involvement during the profiling process, cooperation is needed in the stage of data
collection for statistics afterwards. In intensive profiling cooperation is essential in the
delineation of the units’ structure already. Profilers should create optimal conditions for cooperation. Section 9: Direct contact with the group, will address this subject in more detail.
It is the aim to have an agreement between all involved parties (countries, users and GEG) on
the statistical unit’s structure of the GEG. This will form the basis for national statistics, which
will then be internationally consistent.
A close cooperation between partners is one of the key factors of success for the profiling. This
implies to speak the same language, to avoid sources of misunderstanding and to clarify
potential unavoidable inconsistencies. It also requires defining rules on how to run the process.
The partnership does not exclusively mean that statisticians accept directly the assessment of
the GEG, but that they try to create the conditions for eventual negotiations if the first state of
proposal does not satisfy the comparability and consistency requirements
Section 9 of this document will also provide more detail about when and how to communicate
with all these stakeholders.

9. The detailed process
The following section details more specific guidelines for internationally profiling large GEGs.
The objectives of profiling described in § 4 are here considered according to the dimension:
Desk profiling, Discussion with the statistical users, Contact with the group and
Cooperation between UCI NSI and partnering NSI’s, finally resulting in the Conclusion of
the profiling process.
The following remarks on these steps can be made:
- Both UCI and partnering NSIs have to go through these steps (according to the intensity
of profiling defined in §7).
- Every profile starts with a Desk profile.
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The order of the steps to follow is not per se a sequential scheme. This depends on the
specific situation regarding the GEG and each case may have its own priority.
o for groups that are internationally highly integrated =>multi-NSIs teams first;
o for specific business model of the GEG => statistics compilers first;
o when perimeter is pregnant => agreement with GEG first
o other cases are possible
Some of the steps described in the paragraph can be undertaken in parallel.

The next timetable gives a schematic overview of these steps and how they may take place
along the year (indicative). One important moment of the profiling process is the release of the
GEG’s annual report. It mostly takes place in March-April for the GEGs that end their fiscal
year in December. Actions that don’t require the annual report can start before that time.
Jan
n+1

Feb
n+1

Mar
n+1

Apr
n+1

May
n+1

Jun
n+1

Jul
n+1

Aug
n+1

Sep
n+1

Oct
n+1

Desk profiling: Checking the UCI
Desk profiling: Analyse information
Discussion with statistical users
First GENs and TENs delineation
Contacting and visiting the GEG
Second GENs and TENs delineation
Getting economic information on
GENs and TENs
Checking the TENs delineation
Checking the TENs economic
information
Discussion with statistical users
Coordination between UCI and
partnering profilers
Final GENs and TENs delineation
End of the yearly process

9.1. Desk profiling
9.1.1. Checking the UCI
The first task in profiling is achieved at the desk and requires identification of the GEG to
profile. The criteria to be applied have been defined in §6.
The second step is the confirmation of the UCI. It is very important information since it will
allocate the responsibility of global profiling to an NSI. The UCI is supposed to be defined by
the EGR. In the most cases, the UCI corresponds to the highest level of consolidation (global
group head). But it also can be another institutional unit.
The profilers should check whether the UCI in the EGR corresponds to their own perception.
For the UCI determination, apply the “Recommendations Manual - Definition of UCI in the
Euro Groups Register” and the “EGR Guidelines on UCI” documents also to test the
applicability of the principles established in the EGR. In practical terms it is suggested to try
and find the UCI first and foremost on the website of the GEG (in other words try to find the
legal unit preparing the consolidated financial statements) and then to confirm these findings
with the EGR.

Nov
n+1
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In a few cases, it is difficult to attribute the UCI to a single country (for example when the
GEG is equally owned by two legal units in different countries with dual control of the group
i.e. Joint Ventures). In these cases, the two NSIs of the two countries involved in the
management of the group may consider to undertake the profiling jointly though this is not
necessarily. From an accounting point view there can be 2 cases:
- If IFRS is used, the JV will be equity-accounted, meaning the JV will not be consolidated into
any statements of those entities which control it jointly;
- If other standards are used, the most common is for every controlling entity to partially
consolidate (only those parts which according to the JV agreement belong to it)  the JV will
be split into the consolidated statements of those groups which control it  every NSI profiling
the GEG which has a part of the JV in it, will report on that part only.
Either way, closer than usual communication of the involved NSIs on such a case is necessary!
If it appears that the UCI is in another country than indicated and firstly assigned, then the GEG
should be handed over for profiling to the NSI of the current UCI country.
There are two cases:
- You are the country of the former UCI: you can directly propose a change of the UCI,
via the EGR staff in your country
- You are the country of the current UCI: you cannot propose a change of the UCI. In that
case, you can contact the former UCI country, negotiate the change of the UCI and ask
them to make the change. If you don’t find an agreement with the former UCI country,
you need to contact Eurostat central EGR who will proceed to the change after
discussing with the former UCI country.
The profiling can start only when the appropriate UCI has been agreed between all the partners
(former UCI country, current UCI country and Eurostat). The access to a GEG in the IPT will
be conditioned to rights that will be different for the UCI and the partnering countries. So it is
important that the appropriate UCI is introduced in the EGR in order to start using the IPT.

9.1.2. Analysing the available consolidated information on the GEG
After defining the UCI, which determines the responsibility for the profiling of the GEG, the
UCI country prepares the Desk profiling by first collecting information on the legal structure of
the GEG by using the EGR data (see §5). The EGR gives the first scope of the group in terms
of legal units and the countries in which the group operates. At this stage the Profiling Report
and Profiling Template can be populated with the EGR data and variables15. In order to obtain
the most up to date legal perimeter the information coming from the EGR has to be checked
and updated using the national Business Register as a source. The next step in desk profiling
will be collecting and analysing the information available on the GEG.
The data to be collected at this stage concerns first and foremost the detailed economic
description of the GEG, i.e. its breakdown in one or several GENs and then the breakdown of
these GENs in TENs which are purely the national parts of these GENs.
For each large and complex GEG we need a global description of the worldwide activities but
the priority is to get the best description of these activities in European countries and more
especially in the countries of the ESSnet Profiling members, during the testing period.
When the group is listed, part of this information is disseminated in the financial report, but
when possible, it is better to interview directly the group asking if its segments can be easily
used for European profiling or not (see § 9.3 Direct contact with the group).

15

On how to fill out the Profiling Template a reference is made to a separate document: “Guidelines to
international profiling – Completion of Profiling template”.
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Analysis should be carried out focusing on the relationship between the legal structure and
the operational structure. If these are not clear, then priority should be given to the operational
structure. The operational structure shows the processes of a company as these actually are
carried out and the legal structure focuses on the legal units and their ranking within the GEG.
The legal structure represents the formal organisational structure with a national decomposition
according national legislations. The relationship between the operational structure and the legal
structure can vary from very strong to very weak.
After this analysis firstly collection of information that is already available at the NSI (from
business registers, private sourced data or survey data) should be carried out.
Annual Reports or Annual Consolidated Accounts will be investigated to identify the legal and
organisational structure of the group. Preference should be given to those businesses that are
using IFRS standards with Operational segments (by activity) breakdown available. GEGs
which do not use IFRS, but which have one operational segment or only provide a geographical
breakdown, will need to be profiled as well. Investigating the activities of (combinations of)
legal units and then creating GEN and TENs will be a more difficult task to complete. Steps
that can be undertaken when no IFRS is present are described in the next paragraph.
Though the availability of IFRS is preferred it should be stated that this is (just) a starting point
in the process of profiling. Negotiation with the GEG and users is just as important in the GEN
delineation.
Summarizing, data sources to be used in this step (see also the previous chapter 5):
- Information from the EGR to define the perimeter of the group and to have first data on
legal units and “national enterprises” as these are used within the NSIs.
- The registry available on the website of ESMA (http://www.esma.europa.eu/page/oams)
with links to MS level databases on financial information submitted by publicly traded
companies within the EU.
- Financial reports of the GEG and annual accounts especially. Depending on the used
accounting system used (e.g. IFRS, GAAP, other), more or less information on the
operational structure and the related available data can be found.
- Information from the national Business Register and from SBS and FATS surveys
- Institutional information from the group on their website.
- Wikipedia, although this is not to be considered as a formal official source. All
information from this source has to be checked with a formal source. Still this source
can give indication on important information.
The result of this step 1 is a good preparation of the profiling activities: the initial perimeter of
the group, a list of belonging legal units and collected available information from relevant
sources. At this stage the first part of the profiling report can be completed.
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High level overview of the desk work:

Extract data from
EGR frame

Populate PT and PR
with EGR data
variables

Match EGR Data
against national
register data and
add, remove legal
units

Examine annual
report and financial
statements for:
IFRS segments
List of subsidiaries

Examine survey
data including SBS,
STS and if OFATS
data available

Financial data

9.1.3. Derive and classify the GENs and TENs; first proposal
This action consists firstly in defining the GENs according to a top down approach and by
attributing them an activity code (NACE code), and then to delineate them in terms of legal
units. The TENs will result from the split of the GENs by countries. This is a first proposal. In
case of intensive profiling, this action will be performed firstly at the desk and secondly by
contacting the statistical users and the group.
It is important to stress that while the (national) enterprise is a unit for provision of statistics to
Eurostat, the GEN does not have yet a direct counterpart in current regulations. Thus at the
national level, profiling implies to define a coherent set of national parts of these GENs for use
in data collection by national statistical institutes. The main implication is that the dual view,
global and national, may suggest the need for a dual coding of TENs (the global NACE code
and the truncated NACE code may be different). The GEN should support the good delineation
of the TEN, which is the main aim of profiling. In the future, Eurostat plans to directly produce
European aggregates from the GEN information. In that case, coherence between the sum of
the national aggregates and the European aggregate will not be a goal.
The data to be collected here concern first and foremost the detailed economic description of
the GEG, i.e. its breakdown in one or several GENs and then the breakdown of these GENs in
TENs which are purely the national parts of these GENs.
Firstly, using the Company Consolidated Annual Accounts, it should be identified and noted if
the business uses IFRS and preferably is IFRS8 compliant (where the GEG lists and describes
its Operating Segments). A note of their activities should be listed and if available a note of all
the countries in which the GEG operates. Also a search in the annual report should be done to
identify all the financial data variables that are available at the Group or segmental level, with
geographical specifications (European or countries). If Intra group flows are listed then these
should also be noted in the profiling report.
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Box 1: IFRS and annual reports
The IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards) introduces the concept of group
operational segments or divisions of the group annual reports. These segments of a global group
often have some elements of homogeneity relative to NACE, which is not a criterion in the
definition of the enterprise. The segments may cross national boundaries. The core IFRS
principle is “disclosing information to enable users of the financial statements to evaluate the
nature and financial effects of the business activities in which the groups are engaged and the
economic environments in which they operates” (Core principle of IFRS 8 - International
Accounting Standards Committee Foundation IASCF).
An operating segment is defined as: “A component of an entity:
That engages in business activities from which it may earn revenues and incur expenses
(including revenues and expenses relating to transactions with other components of the
same entity),
Whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the entity’s chief operating decision
maker to make decisions about resources to be allocated to the segment and assess its
performance,
For which discrete financial information is available (IASCF paragraph 5).”
The use of these standards is compulsory only for listed companies (stock or bond-traded). The
main limits are about the relevance for the disclosure of the operating segments that are strictly
linked to quantitative thresholds.
As underlined in the Feasibility Study, global operating segments are not statistical units but
may be a good basis or starting point in delineating the statistical units for profiling. They have
limitations in that they provide often consolidated data that may cross national boundaries
because intra-group flows are suppressed. Consolidated data will not be sufficient for (national)
statistical purposes. IFRS 8 stipulates that the figures presented for the reportable operating
segments have to be valued in the way in which the Chief Operating Decision Maker (CODM)
reviews them (i.e. to allow investors to see the situation “as through the eyes of management”)
This will lead to situations in which the data presented for the segments is in fact not
consolidated at all (if that is the way the CODM wanted them, for instance). If this is the case,
the standard requires that a “reconciliation” between the non-consolidated segment information
and the consolidated figures of the financial statements is done, which means that the
differences between the consolidated and non-consolidated figures have to be listed in detail.
Altogether this means that there may be a need for more information coming from the
accounting information systems, such as information on intra-group flows.” In practice, it will
be necessary to go further than the desk approach by organising visits or other contacts with
groups.
As previously stated, the listed companies must apply the IFRS to display information to their
share- or bond-holders. This means that if the UCI company is listed, it has to comply to IFRS
and the wished information is available. However, not all large and complex groups are
concerned. Which are the non IFRS-compliant enterprise groups and how to obtain information
for GEGs that do not apply IFRS?
The non IFRS-compliant groups mostly concern two kinds of groups which are not listed:
family-owned groups, with only loans from banks (and no issuing of bonds); groups mostly
owned by private capital funds. Publicly-owned groups could be outside the scope of IFRS, but
generally the government services want them to apply the IFRS on a voluntary basis.
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Is there a general way to collect the information on autonomous operating segments of such
groups? The answer is clearly negative, the situation depending on national laws. Therefore
different cases are to be looked at:
- being large structures, they are usually compliant with the National GAAPS of their
UCI country: these GAAPS might provide standards similar to IFRS8 and thus you are
able to resume the profiling as in the IFRS case;
- their banks might ask them to comply to IFRS on a voluntary and not public way,
information being restricted to the financers: you get back to the usual case, if the
enterprise group accepts to share the resulting data;
- in other cases the process has to be organised on an analytic base: finding in the publicly
available information whether the enterprise groups describes itself as the gathering of
several autonomous businesses gives a direct clue; using other sources than the Annual
report can also provide the answer: for example several lines of production in the
OFATS survey is an interesting indication; observing that affiliates engage themselves
in apparently very different activities (from the inputs, the process, the outputs or the
clients sides) gives useful information that has to be checked with the group etc.
Is it more difficult to obtain information from these groups than from the listed ones?
The answer is not straightforward, since the main criterion is the cooperation accepted by the
enterprise group with the statisticians among which are the profilers; of course confidence is
also concerned.
At this stage, there is no proof of any difference in the process of profiling related to the
accounting standards to which the business is submitted.
If a list of affiliates is available in the annual accounts, make a first delineation of the GENs to
be proposed to the GEG. Note that the list of affiliates published in the annual accounts is not a
complete list as the group often only consolidates its main affiliates. If a list of affiliates is not
available then an estimate of the segments is achieved by using a mixture of the name of the
business and of the NACE code.
A Microsoft Visio graphical presentation or other kind of schematic diagram showing the visual
structure of the new TEN and GEN structure could be produced in order to assist during the
visit to the business or the discussion with the statistical users16.
For each of the TENs, the NSI of the country of the UCI has to collect the most exhaustive list
as possible of the legal units with name, ID code, and precise address, mode of integration in
the consolidation perimeter percentage of control and percentage of ownership.
The top down approach in profiling may lead to legal units which are split into more than one
GEN/TEN. For example holding companies legal units which provide shared services for all the
GENs of the group (R&D, HR or marketing services).
The profiling template takes this scenario into consideration. If the GEG confirms that there are
LeU’s which are accounted for in more than one GEN, then the first option is to confirm with
the GEG how it apportions these out for the consolidation of the segments. Experiences show
that they often can provide this figure. If they could provide a percentage figure which indicates
how they apportioned both turnover and employment, then the profiling template has a variable
which should be completed. The profiler must list the LeU’s that are operating in more than one
TEN and ensure an extra line is added to account for every GEN/TEN that the LEU belongs to.
Then the variable which is called "LEU_TEN_PERCENTAGE" should be completed with the
percentage provided. For example, if a subsidiary is split into 2 TENs, there should be two lines
in the profiling template added.
16

A useful freeware tool can be found at www.graphviz.org
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If the GEG cannot provide a percentage split, then profilers must ensure that the sum of the
numbers indicated in the variable LEU_TEN_PERCENTAGE is equal to 100 per cent. These
should be apportioned out based on the number of TENs. For example if you have 1 LeU split
over 4 TENs then there should be 4 lines in the profiling template (for the LeU) each showing
25 per cent in the LEU_TEN_PERCENTAGE variable.
Box 2: Treatment of internal activities within the group
The activities such as head office, transport, trading and computing activities and in general the
activities of the artificial subsidiaries 17 (owning land, building, equipment or being nominal
employer) may be treated as distinct in the annual report.
The treatment in the profiling may be according the next two orientations:
1. Include them in a distinct GEN. It is the case of certain pure holdings (mainly in the highest
level of the group chain of control, higher than the consolidation perimeter of the concerned
GEG) could be out of the scope of the economic/statistical non-financial world. These units
could be treated as a “quasi” GEN (probably classified as a financial statistical unit: this issue is
being presently considered by the TF of “global production”).
2. Allocate them (in consultation with the GEG):
All to one specific GEN or
By splitting to different GENs: a GEN may include computing activities for example
and another all the transport ones a profiler should then investigate on how to split the
values into the autonomous GENs (if feasible).
Assuming that the GEGs build the segments based on economic criteria, a profiler in general
has to accept the situation. Moreover, the “internal support activities” are mostly run for the
whole business at global level; thus they are charged to affiliates all over the world, with
consequences in the Balance of Payment; if we decided to allocate them to each “enterprise” we
would have to split all the concerned flows by activity according to the main activities of the
enterprises, which seems very complex and not useful.
A special reference must be made to the treatment of R&D that is conducted for the group as a
whole.

What level of the operational structure has to be described? This depends on the purpose of
profiling: the delineation of enterprises, which are used for the description of the process of
production. Therefore, the level of description is the level on which, essentially, decisions are
taken concerning the production process. In case of doubt it is better to choose a lower
rather than a higher level. (During the partnering exercise and before adopting the final GEG
profile there is the possibility for a correction if the level was too low; correction of a too high
level is not possible.) It is important that all activities and all related production factors,
IFRS8 paragraph 13 – “An entity shall report separately information about an operating segment that meets any
of the following quantitative thresholds:
(a) Its reported revenue, including both sales to external customers and inter-segment sales or transfers, is 10 per
cent or more of the combined revenue, internal and external, of all operating segments.
(b) The absolute amount of its reported profit or loss is 10 per cent or more of the greater, in absolute amount, of
(i) the combined reported profit of all operating segments that did not report a loss and (ii) the combined reported
loss of all operating segments that reported a loss.
(c) Its assets are 10 per cent or more of the combined assets of all operating segments.
Operating segments that do not meet any of the quantitative thresholds may be considered reportable, and
separately disclosed, if management believes that information about the segment would be useful to users of the
financial statements.
17
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including persons occupied, are covered by the operational entities that are identified into
GENs. Special Purpose Entities (SPEs) and Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs), not being real
operational entities, must be distinguished as (quasi) GENs, separately or in combination18.
The autonomy criterion is the qualifying one in the definition of the GEN. See the annex 2 for a
detailed explanation of this (autonomy in the sense of self-governance related to the process of
production).
For each operating activity it is checked whether accounts are kept recording turnover, persons
occupied, operating surplus and investments.
GENs and TENs are classified according NACE. TENs could possibly have a dual code: it
could hold next to the code of the corresponding GEN also the code of the main activity that is
carried out in the country. For example, a TEN derived from the GEN “Other business and
Corporate” with NACE code 2442 Aluminium production (activity based on dominant
employment within the GEN) could hold also the NACE 3511 Production of electricity, it’s
main activity in the UK.
The steps described here will be finished by updating the profiling reports with the information
of the desk research. If the GEG is in light profiling these profiling reports (the profiling
template and profiling report) are then ready to be used for confirmation and complementation
by partnering countries and for updating the EGR thereafter. For intensive profiling direct
contact of the UCI with the group takes place and also direct contact of the partnering country
with the national group may be needed to finally agree on the GEN-Ten profile.

9.1.4. Preparing the profiling documents for confirmation and complement by
partnering countries
The profiling report gives a full documented vision on how the profiling was done and contains
three worksheets. The first worksheet called “Information from the EGR” is completed by the
NSI of the UCI and should show all the information taken from the EGR. This can be
completed or updated at desk and taken with you when you meet the business.
The second worksheet called “Information from the UCI” is completed by the NSI of the UCI
country. This needs to be completed as the UCI country works through the profile and will
show the results and all the main issues (points of discussion and choices made) highlighted.
The third worksheet is called “Information from the partnering” and this should be completed
by the partnering countries to who are sent the report for completion. It will show the reasons
why the structure was accepted or rejected. It will furthermore note the intra group flows
between the TENs.
The profiling template is initialised with EGR data. It contains all the legal units that belong to
the GEG (in the last EGR file) and gives an initial view of national enterprises as delivered by
NSIs in the EGR. It finally includes the statistical results of the profile and the delineation of
global and truncated enterprises in terms of legal units. It should be completed by the UCI
country and the partnering countries where a legal unit can be found.
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SPEs may already be known from the EGR. How to identify these and how to treat is dealt with in the
methodological report of the work package B of the ESSnet on profiling. The same is for ancillary units.
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The profiling report and the profiling template are the standards for the reporting of the
profiling process and of the profiling results19. § 9.5 will provide more detail on how to fill
these documents and what information should be included.
Once the UCI country has completed all the appropriate sections both the report and the sharing
templates need to be sent to the partnering NSIs (only to those partners who have affiliates in
the GEG within their country) via E-Damis. An email to the contact for each country also needs
to be sent to them in order to notify them to download the file for completion.
The GEG and all the belonging units in the EGR are to be flagged so it is very clear to EGR
users that a unit is under profiling. This is agreed within the EGR protocols.

BOX3: Profiling and the EGR
Treatment of the legal units during the profiling process
For each of the TENs, the NSI of the country of the UCI has to collect the most exhaustive list
possible of the legal units with name, ID code, precise address, mode of integration in the
consolidation perimeter and % of control.
In order to get consistency between EGR and profiling, a good practice to get this
comprehensive picture of the group would be to confront the EGR list to the group perimeter
for checking and completing.
According to the group organisation and its affiliates' number and to the complexity of the EGR
tree, 2 options are possible:
Option 1: if the EGR tree is not too complex and the number of worldwide affiliates does not
exceed a certain number (approx. 150), the NSI of the UCI, can ask the group to check and
complete it, confronting this list with its own consolidation perimeter (and better with its own
complete list of affiliates). The eventual incorporation of the internal ID number of the GEG
gives clues for future updates.
Option 2: for the largest and more complex groups, with hundreds of affiliates, it can be a better
option that the NSI has a cautious look first at the EGR list and then sets it out carefully (sorting
the tree, removing the multiple counts etc.) and keep in charge the confrontation of the EGR list
and the perimeter of the group.
The choice between these two options results from the direct contact between the UCI of the
group and the NSI. In some cases, the GEG will express clearly its preference for option 1 or 2.
Consistency between EGR, consolidation perimeter and lists of affiliates
At this point of the profiling process, it could be possible to ask the GEG about the remaining
units (i.e. units that are present in the EGR tree and not in the consolidation perimeter) and
about their status.
An important point is the possible difference between the exhaustive list of the affiliates of the
GEG and the list of consolidated affiliates. Many reasons can explain this gap:
The group consolidates only its mains affiliates (very frequent situation).
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The templates of the profiling report (PR) and the profiling template (PT) are available at the Eurostat profiling
website.
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Sometimes the group argues that it did not receive the accounts of minor affiliates in
time.
Some subsidiaries which do not have a productive activity but serve financial purposes
are not in the profiling perimeter. These units should be treated according to the
recommendations given in Box 2.
Because of sub-consolidation levels inside the groups, the UCI does not collect all the
detailed information and can ignore some local affiliates.
However, in the end all legal units are to be included in a GEN/TEN with an indicator of the
type of consolidation they are submitted to, which can be: FC= full consolidation, PC=
proportionate consolidation {Within IFRS there is no possibility for proportionate
consolidation anymore, beginning with financial statements prepared for 2013 and onwards
[IFRS 11]. As per the new EU level accounting directive [2013/34/EU], which will become
compulsory at the beginning of 2016, this remains possible.} or NC= not consolidated.
NB: According to the ESSnet profiling the “equity method” is not a consolidation.
If the GEG is unable to affect properly a legal unit to any GEN, i.e. this legal unit is not
included in the consolidation perimeter, then this LeU will be included in a special GEN called
“other”. This GEN “other” will be separated from the GEN that will include the transversal
activities which will be called “admin”.
Profiling and the EGR
The profilers should play an important role in updating the EGR. The profiling tests undertaken
in 2011-2012 demonstrated that information collected on legal units during the profiling
exercise is the most up-to-date information available and is of great interest for the EGR. An
analysis on 10 GEG profiled in the testing thus far show how profiling can update EGR. The
following table gives an overview of the number of legal units that could be updated through
profiling. It is based on the comparison of 2010 information. At the time of the profiling, the
GEG usually gave a situation at the end of 2011. So, among the legal units that profiling
proposes to add, it has been checked which were already added in EGR 2011.

Number of added LeU
incl. LeU that are not in EGR 2011
Number of LeU removed, inactive or liquidated in profiling
incl. LeU that are still active in EGR 2011
Number of LeU active in EGR 2011
Number of LeU active in profiling
Missing LeU in % of profiling frame
LeU too many in % of EGR 2011

Analysis of 10 GEG tested
in profiling
438
290
416
252
1539
1397
20.8%
16%

It has been agreed that in the EGR V2.0, the profiling (country of the UCI) would become the
authentic store for the groups in the target of profiling for the cluster of control of a group, for
all economic variables at the level of the group and for the definition of the global and truncated
enterprises. This statement requires some rules:
* The perimeter of the groups treated in the interactive tool for profiling (ITP) should be
identical in the EGR and the ITP database at the beginning of the profiling process and at the
end (when the country of the UCI considers the profiling to be achieved). This principle needs
to be slightly altered since the profiling practice showed that there are good reasons why both
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Perimeters could differ. Generally the profiling perimeter corresponds to the consolidation
Perimeter and does not include some units which do not perform any economic activity. On the
other hand, some units that are not in the EGR perimeter because they are not controlled more
than 50% can be in the profiling perimeter as soon as they are fully integrated in the
consolidation of the group. The EGR should be updated by the ITP data (set of information to
be defined).
* The common units in the EGR and on the IPT should be identified with the same ID
number. It will be the LEID number for the legal unit and the group ID number for the group.
* The profiling should have priority in delineating the cluster of control in the EGR (for
the groups that are in the target of the profiling).
* The EGR should be updated by the IPT data.
In practice, during the profiling process, the NSI of the country of the UCI (but also the
partnering countries) may collect information on the legal units in the UCI country, but also in
the partnering countries: new legal units, legal units ceased, legal units not any more in the
group etc. etc.
New legal units identification
In case of new legal units, the information available is generally the name of the legal unit, the
country and the town of residence. In order to be included in the EGR, these legal units need to
be identified. Two numbers can be accepted: the EU_LEU_ID if the legal unit is already in the
EGR (but maybe not in the right group) or the NSA_ID or the BVD_ID if the legal unit is not in
the EGR. After identification, the Legal units can be introduced in the group by proposing a
relationship with a parent legal unit of the group. As much as possible, it is recommended this
unit to be the direct parent. However, in case this information is not available, by default, the
UCI or GGH should be indicated as (indirect) parent.
In the current process (before the EGR V2.0), the process could be the following:
1) The UCI NSI detects new legal units both in the country of the UCI and partnering countries
and introduces all the new legal units in the "template transmission data" by identifying them
only with their name, country code and town (both in the country of the UCI and partnering
countries).
* The name to be introduced in the variable NAME_LEGAL_UNIT_NAT in capital
letter
* The country code to be introduced in the variable LEU_COUNTRY_CODE_NAT
* The name of the city to be introduced in the variable LEU_CITY_NAME_NAT
2) The UCI and the partnering NSIs identify the new legal units settled down in their own
country by searching:
* In the EGR (collect and populate the variable EU_LEU_ID)
* In the national business register (collect the NSA_ID_NAT, the DUNS number or the
BVD_ID). In that case, the variables to be populated are: NSA_ID_NAT, DUNS_NUMBER_NAT
or BVD_ID_NAT

3) The UCI and partnering exercise prepare the introduction of the new legal unit in the EGR
by identifying its parent company. Three variables should be populated:
P_NAME_LEGAL_UNIT_NAT (name of the parent company) and P_EU_LEU_ID_NAT
(EU_LEU_ID of the parent company) and KIND_OF_CONTROL_NAT. As much as possible,
the direct parent company will be indicated. By default, the GGH (or UCI) should be indicated
as parent company. The variable KIND_OF_CONTROL_NAT should be equal to “D” in case
of direct control and “I” in case of indirect control.
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The information on the parent company and kind of control may be introduced by the UCI NSI
for all the new legal units (even for legal units in partnering countries) or, by the partnering
countries if the information is not known from the UCI NSI.
4) The partnering countries may also, if needed, introduce new legal units, but only with
identification number according agreed standards.
NB: both UCI and partnering use the same variables to introduce information on the new legal
units. All these variables contain the mention _NAT in their name in order to differentiate them
from the initial data coming from EGR. Only the EU_LEU_ID (initial variable from EGR)
should be used because there is a need to have a single ID number for the legal units in the
profiling template.
The profiling will update the EGR at the conclusion of the profiling of one group. However, it
is recommended to the profilers who identify new legal units to collaborate with national EGR
staff and to require them to update EGR with the new information.
In the EGR V2.0:
The new legal units should be identified according to the LEU_ID number. An identification
service will be available and search will be allowed for one legal unit or for a list of legal units.
In those circumstances, it is proposed that the country of the UCI is responsible for the
identification of all the legal units in order to shorten the process and feedback to the EGR as
soon as possible.

9.2. Discussions with the statistical users
9.2.1. When should the discussion with statistical users take place?
The discussions with the statistical users (e.g. National Accounts, SBS, STS, FATS, FDI and
BoP) in both UCI (and partnering country when it concerns an intensive profile) are a key
element to the international profiling process since they will use the newly created enterprises
to base their statistics on. All will need to be consulted in order to agree the proposed Enterprise
structure that profiling has defined and ensure usage in their process. They should be informed
and consulted at all of the different steps of the profiling process:
 At the starting point after selection of the GEG to be profiled, in order to know that they
may have changes in the statistical units they are following,
 After the first proposals for the establishment of the GEN and TEN, whether there are
any outstanding issues with the proposal of the GEN and TEN delineation in order to
ensure whether in profiling adapted and changed statistical units are adequate and
acceptable for their needs,
 After consultation from partnering NSIs (when profiling template and report has been
returned) in order to discuss feedback on proposal,
 After the new enterprise structure has been agreed with the GEG itself.
Before visiting the business, there must be confidence that first proposals for a new GEN and
TEN structures will be acceptable to the national statistical users of the NSI of the UCI and of
NSIs of partnering countries in which the GEG carries out activities on a large scale. For
example, for those GEGs where there are many diverse activities but the operating segments do
not reflect this activity, it is important to look at the possibility of creating more (and more
detailed) GENs and TENs, within the restrictions of the autonomy of the GEN. Therefore
discussions should take place with the users in order to ensure a new units’ structure will be
appropriate. Keep in mind that international profiling from a top down approach (inevitably)
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may lead to changes in the national profile. In some cases it also may be necessary to contact
the partners to check if they have any issues with the GENs as they stand. This first statistical
user consultation will not guarantee that the economic structure initially designed will be
accepted by the GEG. This exercise should be re-processed both in UCI NSI and partnering
NSI after designing the second version of the GEN and TEN in agreement with the GEG.
The partnering statistical users need to be consulted during the partnering exercise since they
should be the users of the new TEN units. Therefore profilers of the partnering countries are
recommended to discuss with their users the impact of the new TEN on the national statistics.
The statistical users (with a priority to National Accounts and the SBS statisticians) and the
profilers should assess the way of collecting data on these new statistical units and the proposal
of the partnering country to the country of the UCI should also reflect the users' position.

9.2.2. Arguments to be developed during the discussions with statistical users
Convincing statistical users to accept the new methodology of profiling and in particular the
proposed changes to the definition of Enterprise, is not an easy task. Foremost it should be
outlined that also in the short term, profiling of the most important GEGs in the economy can
result in immediate improvements to quality of outputs. Profilers should explain the aims of the
project and potential benefits to the collection of better quality data from large international
GEGs. A global “Top Down” approach could result in the elimination of duplication, omissions
and inconsistencies which are currently experienced in collecting data from complex GEGs.
Therefore, in contact with the statistical users, profilers could enquire which GEGs are the most
important to them and if it meets the International Profiling criteria to use these as a test case.
It should also be explained that international profiling will improve the quality of units on the
EuroGroups Register (EGR) which will directly affect the Outward Foreign Affiliates Statistics
(OFATS) and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) surveys. It should also be noted to users that
there will also be an increase in the level of quality for their customers who include Central
Governments, Treasuries and the Central Banks.
If any data analysis could be provided to users showing the impact or data improvements then
these should be shown to them.
There are many benefits to meeting with users face to face and on a regular basis. Presentations
with practical case examples which clearly define the aims, the methodology and the issues
with profiling can be very helpful. Examples of test cases illustrating both the positives and
outstanding issues can be shown including the progress made on the on-going cases. It is
advised to document all main points and take them forward with partnering NSIs and the GEG.

9.3. Direct contact with the group
As well as a good interaction with statistical users a good contact with the GEG is vital for a
successful profile. When planning and preparing contact with a group it is essential to bear in
mind some basic principles:
- be well prepared beforehand from desk analysis,
- be well known with already existing contacts (e.g. involvement in surveys),
- try to find the right contact at the right level,
- use the right instrument to contact,
- use the right arguments why profiling also has (can have) advantages for the business,
- speak (also) the language of the business instead of the (only) language of the
statistician,
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-

come to clear agreements, which avoid misunderstandings.

9.3.1. Make an early first contact with the group
At the same time the desk profiling is started (§9.1), it is highly recommended to initially
contact the business. This is to introduce the profiling and ensure that they will co-operate
before carrying out resource intensive work. This ensures that no work will be lost if they do
not comply.
Preferably a letter is sent to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), to the Chief Financial Officer
(CFO) or to the Group Chief Accountant (controller) at the GEG. This letter is signed at a high
level within the NSI, e.g. by the Director General or Division Director. The letter highlights to
the GEG the importance of the project.
In countries that have a well-developed account management with large GEGs, the method of
contact can be based on the already existing experiences with the GEG. The account manager
can do a lot of preparatory work here too, but a formal agreement to co-operate is important. To
find the appropriate person to who an initial official introductory letter should be addressed, a
contact with the OFATS or FDI respondents can be very useful.
Alongside the letter, a background note on confidentiality should be sent and an agreement has
to be found on the way confidentiality is managed between the GEG and the involved NSIs.
This can be obtained through any legal means including a signed agreement or a specific item
in the minutes of the meeting GEG / NSI of the UCI etc. See annex 1 for:
a: Examples of templates of letters to GEGs to introduce profiling.
b: Introductory and explanatory notes to the GEG.
c Declaration of endorsement and commitment.

9.3.2. Visit to the group
After a preliminary GEN and TEN structure has been produced at the desk there are many
benefits in meeting with the contacts at the GEG face to face. It is not always possible but some
of the benefits to visiting the business include:






Easier to build up a rapport with the business if meeting up in person.
Enforces trust between NSIs and the Business.
Raises the profile of NSIs.
Much easier to discuss complex subjects on a face to face business.
Visual tools could be used to make the subject much easier to get the message across.

For GEGs which act predominantly in more than one NSI, it is also proven to be very
advantageous to carry out a dual visit where more than one NSI can meet up the business. This
has been extremely useful in several testing cases.
Some interesting arguments for the global profiling approach can be discussed with the group:
- After initial investment of profiling it is expected that the global administrative burden
for statistics will be reduced. This is because the number of questionnaires to be completed
will drastically decrease and because there will be less differences in language used.
- For statistics the quality will increase because of the use of units and variables that are
recognised in practice and because there will be much higher international consistency in
statistics.
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The NSI of the UCI could present to the GEG, the EGR cluster and tree. This could be an
excel file with a list of the LeU of the group and a limited set of variables taken from the EGR
(if possible, updated to the latest date). The following variables could be included:
 Name of LeU,
 National ID code,
 Other ID codes that the Group may know (D&B, BvD) + EGR_IDs for future use (time
consistency),
 Country code,
 Classification
 Precise address,
 Number of employees.
The version and date of the EGR cluster and tree used must be specified in this file.
The results of the desk research are checked. During the visit the following questions could be
asked:
1) a. Does the GEG operate like the proposal of the desk analysis of segments?
b. Are they able to report data at this level?
2) Which legal unit is seen as the Ultimate Controlling Institutional Unit (UCI) for the group?
3) a. Could they provide a complete list of legal units/affiliates for the group?
b. Can they report figures for these LEUs
4) Is there much trade between the segments within the group? Can they provide data on the
intra-group and intra-group sales between the segments/between countries.
5) If we created statistical units based on the segment breakdown, are they able to report the
core variables in this way for each country? All core variables as defined in the profiling
report are to be checked. Some important ones are:
a) Employment
b) Turnover
c) Gross Value Added ( = Turnover + Closing Stock – (Employment Costs + Purchases +
Taxes + Opening Stock)
d) Cost of Energy, Goods Materials and Services
e) Capital Expenditure (acquisitions and disposals)
f) Monthly Wages and Salaries
g) Assets (Tangible and Intangible), although availability of assets is desired but not
necessary to be autonomous at enterprise level.
6) How autonomous is each segment? E.g. how much decision making power does each
segment have on costs, purchases, investments etc.?
7) What are the main economic activities of the GENs and TENs (for classifying)
8) How are the (combination of) legal units treated that are auxiliary to the business in terms
of the segments (e.g. transport, advertising, holding companies, R&D, head office activity
etc.)?
9) How are they reported within each segment? Are the auxiliary activities reported in the
other list segments or are they reported separately?
10) Which accountancy software is being used to consolidate the accounts?
11) How are Joint Ventures and Associates treated in the consolidation? Are they Fully,
Proportionately consolidated or by the equity method?
During the visit, NSI will request the business to supply turnover and employment information
for the TEN. In some cases, GEGs have a centralised accounting system and can provide
truncated data for every country globally so this should be collected if possible. This represents
Option E of the process (Feasibility Study, Work Package A).
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The reporting structure in data collection for statistics may deviate from the statistical unit’s
structure. Data on quantities may be collected at other places than financial data. The reporting
structure needs to be discussed during the visit too.

9.3.3. Hints and techniques to encourage cooperation
Collecting International data in this way is not currently covered by an European Regulation,
there is no legal framework and therefore cooperation from the GEGs is completely voluntary,
in fact: mentioning legal requirement may be seen as a threat and be detrimental to a
relationship. Therefore the following section may provide some helpful hints and techniques
that could be used to encourage GEGs to co-operate:
What is in it for the GEG?
NSI’s can and often do, place a large amount of administrative burden on the largest of GEGs.
Therefore, the main motivator for responding to a data request is the possibility (now in the
future) of a reduction in this burden.
Profilers could explain that one of the long term goals of this ESSnet is to test the possibility of
collecting data at a higher level than which is done currently (i.e. Global Enterprise and
Truncated Enterprise level rather than at an LEU level) as well as that all data could be
collected once by the NSI UCI
However, the issue of response burden needs to be treated with caution. This project is still only
in a testing phase and therefore profilers should not promise the GEGs that cooperation will
lead to a reduction in response burden.
Reciprocation with GEGs
One small favour to the GEG can often provide a sense of obligation to return it with a large
favour at a later date. Reciprocation can work both ways. Respondents may already feel obliged
to help if in the past the NSI has helped them on a previous matter. Plus if a reward can also be
given in advance then the business may feel obliged to help as they may have received
something for nothing. Examples of reciprocating techniques that can be applied could include
providing the GEGs with information about particular business surveys and the likely timings
of receiving national questionnaires. Profilers could also offer to be point of contact for any
queries that the business may have with any of the surveys.
One of the biggest incentives for GEG participation in the project is the offer to examine the
GEGs current national reporting structure and to investigate if there is any opportunity to
reduce the number of survey questionnaires they receive.
Being Liked by GEGs
For many NSIs, it may be difficult to be liked by businesses especially for the largest GEGs
where NSIs often place large administrative burden on them. However, for this project, this
difficulty could be used as an advantage. Listening to the respondent’s issues regarding burden,
and then if possible take these issues forward, can result in a more positive image of the NSI.
Profilers could show empathy with the GEG in relation to the amount of burden placed on them
and how complex some of the NSIs data requests are.
It is also valuable to find something in common with the business to use as a starting point
when attempting to build a relationship For example it would be advantageous to understand
their business as much as possible especially if you are due to telephone the business or are
planning a visit. Profilers could ask questions about the GEGs structure and main operations
and based upon experience, contacts often thrive when talking about their own businesses.
Showing how much you understand about the business can really help start a good relationship.
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It is very important to also communicate to the GEGs that NSIs like and appreciate the
customer i.e. how valued they are as a customer and how important their help is in the success
of the project. A profiler could refer to the outputs that the GEG are generating for the NSI and
they are one of a select few businesses that have been targeted for the testing process.
Inter-Personal Skills.
Profilers require a variety of skills in order to build up sustainable relationships with all
customers. For example, a profiler needs to be friendly, polite and professional but also needs to
balance this with being clear and direct on their ambitions. Often the language used in statistics
is very different to the accountancy terminology used by the contacts at the business. Therefore
it is vital that profilers try to use business language and try to keep the terminology as simple as
possible. It is also important to avoid acronyms and terms only applicable to NSIs.
The main aims and objectives should be clearly explained to the GEG. It should also be made
clear what is expected from the business at an early stage. For example, a profiler would
indicate another meeting may be required and how much information would be required from
the business. This could be checking of the legal unit perimeter of the global group or the
provision of employment and turnover data from the business.
Verbal or Written Commitments from GEGs
People think that it is right or morally correct to follow up on a commitment. Therefore it may
be productive to seek a verbal or written commitment from a GEG to help at the beginning of
the process. A date for a visit to the GEG could be arranged months in advance as this is only
the suitable time that both parties are able to meet. A few weeks before the meeting is due to
take place the profiler could contact the business again to confirm the arrangements for the
meeting are still suitable.
If the GEG have already agreed to help with the project, ensure you have at least a verbal
understanding from them and that there is an expectation that the business will have to carry out
some administrative (desk) work.
Conveying Roles and Responsibilities of NSIs
It is acknowledged that that people respond to and respect authority. It should be emphasised
that GEGs are dealing with a legitimate and trustworthy organisation. The main roles and
responsibilities of NSIs should be conveyed to the GEG and include how they contribute to the
data that is used by Central Governments.
Security of Data
It is also important to explain that the data collected is treated with the upmost of security. The
data collected is confidential and there are strict processes in place to keep the data secure.
There is also a need to explain the process involved in how the data is securely transferred from
NSI to NSI.
Consistency
It will also help relationships with GEGs to involve the same profilers or personnel which will
allow for the building of more effective relationships with all involved parties. It is also very
important that if there has been an agreement with the GEG for the NSI to provide something,
then profilers must ensure that it is done.
Federations
For some NSI’s Business Federations can heavily influence cooperation from the large MultiNational. For example in Belgium, The Federation of Enterprises is the “voice” for over 80% of
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the workforce in the private sector, representing more than 50,000 businesses. Therefore for
some NSIs it may be vital to meet up with business federations in order to get their support,
approval and understanding of the project in order to help get buy in from GEGs.
Limited Opportunity
Profilers can use the very limited opportunity to be involved in the testing phase of the project.
For example to inform the GEG that they are 1 of a few valued GEGs involved in the project
with only 40 of the most significant GEGs across Europe involved. Larger companies may
understand to a certain extent how important their contributions are to both national and global
statistics but this could be reiterated to them.
Timing of Contact
An additional practice that is a vital ingredient to having a successful relationship with a
business is the timing of the initial contact with them. Evidence from the initial testing phases
of profiling has shown that initial contact should be made with the business after the release of
their Annual Consolidated Accounts. This is for several reasons;
i. the most likely contacts required for profiling are often at the group accounts level and
are usually very busy during the period running up to the publishing of Annual consolidated
accounts.
ii. Once their accounts have been published there is far less data sensitivity and more
likely to be prepared to share their data.

9.4. Completing the profiling documents (template and report)
After the visit with the group, the (excel) profiling report and the (excel) profiling template will
be updated. For a more detailed description and guidance on filling out the Profiling Template
we refer to a separate document: “Guidelines to international profiling – Completion of
Profiling template”.
The GEG and all the belonging units in the EGR are to be flagged so it is very clear to EGR
users that a unit is under profiling. This is agreed within the EGR protocols.
Box 4: Some reflexions on terms related to units:
It is necessary to have a common understanding on terms to avoid confusion or
misunderstanding. This applies also the discussion on units. Therefor the next definitions or
descriptions are proposed:
1.Statistical units: these are the units to which statistical output (figures) relate.
2.Observation units: These are units for which data are or can be collected. These are not
necessarily equal to the statistical unit. If a statistical unit is established as a combination of two
legal units and data can only be collected at legal unit level, then the legal units are the
observation units. The NSI has the task then to transform the collected legal units data in the
statistical units data (e.g by adding or consolidation).
3.Reporting units: These are the units which are doing the concrete reporting. It can be the
statistical unit itself, but it may be a different person, e.g. the accountant of the company.
If the company is selected and returning OFATS data using the same segregation (operating
segments) then employment and turnover can be used to pick up all the foreign truncated data.
It is to be noted that the OFATS survey differs slightly between NSIs and therefore the detail of
available data may differ. However, in the future, if we can be sure that the concepts of OFATS
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and profiling are close enough (NACE CODE x country = TEN) the European profiling
process can be done to collect both OFATS and profiling variables at the same time. Thus, it
would enable to reduce the statistical burden of the largest groups.
The profiling report will be updated with the results and conclusions of the process step
concerning direct contact with the GEG. Units are classified according to the normal and usual
rules for classification.
The profiling report should assess the information that the group will be able/willing to
transmit to the NSI on a regular annual basis; these variables should be the following:
-

List of legal units in the GEG: the GEG could be asked to give its list of affiliates or to
check and update the list of affiliates provided by the profiling NSI
Definition of GEN(s) in terms of legal units
List the economic variables that can be provided at both the GEN and TEN levels with a
minimum information required (employment, turnover)
The intra-group flows data for each legal unit or restricted to the GEN/TENs level or
adopting (and describing) a different approach useful to obtain the results of the following
points.
Ask for turnover and employment values:

For each EU Country

Total EU

Data for Extra EU Country to support/complete/compare OFATS results.
These values need to be produced consolidating the intra-group flows (that means excluding
the values):

Within each EU Country

Within the EU territory

In order to check the adequacy of the TENs’ values for the other business statistics domains,
only for the profiling country collect more data for the TENs (e.g. staff costs, purchases of
goods and services, investments).
Evaluate if the minimum set of data collected is useful to estimate all the other variables (for
example for SBS requirements).
The profiling template should be filled first by the UCI NSI then by each partnering country. It
should include the following information:
 Each legal unit should be included in a GEN (and thus a TEN)(UCI NSI)
3 types of GEN can be distinguished:
1) The operational GEN that result from the profiling activity
2) The administrative GEN (it should be called ADM) that brings together all the
transversal and internal GEG activities
3) The GEN “others” (it should be called OTH) that contains all the legal units without
activity or with a non-significant activity like SPEs.
Each GEG should contain only one GEN “ADM” and one GEN “OTH”.
 The legal units that are in fine not included in a GEN should be justified by filling the
variable LEU_STATUS_NAT (UCI NSI and partnering NSIs)
 The name and ID number of the GEN and TENs (all the TENs) should be filled (UCI
NSI)
 The economic variables for the GENs (number of employees, turnover, NACE code)
should be filled (UCI NSI)
 The economic variables for the TENs (number of employees, turnover, NACE code)
should be initialised by the UCI NSI.
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 The economic variables for the TENs (number of employees, turnover, NACE code)
should be reviewed or confirmed by the partnering NSI.

BOX5: Exchanges of data between NSIs
Data transmission process consists of the following steps:
a)
UCI Country sends the files with the GENs and the TENs proposals to the partners via
e-Damis;
b)
The partners check the proposals in order to confirm and accept the TENs (see below);
c)
The partners send the “truncated” files to the UCI Country via e-Damis;
d)
(Eventual) According to the partners answers the UCI Country could ask the GEG to
reconsider the GENs delineation in order to obtain a structure more adequate for TEN
users. In that situation the process becomes an iterative one and the steps a-c need to be
at least partially done again.
The agreed method for sharing data between NSIs is e-Damis. All the files should transit
through Eurostat which will receive the files and dispatch them to the appropriate
correspondent. In order the exchange process to be as fluent as possible, some conventions have
to be followed:
-

When data are sent to Eurostat, you should use the following naming convention:
EGR_PROFILE_N_GB_2009_0001_BOOT.csv

N: Periodicity is a mandatory field. N indicates that there is no particular periodicity.
GB: sending country
2009: reference year
0001: sequence number (version1)
BOOT: 4 characters identifying the group to which the data relate to csv: the type of file you
send (csv files which can be read in excel)
This naming suits sending both by the country of the UCI and the partnering countries
When a file is sent from EUROSTAT to Member States it will have the following
naming convention:
EGROUT_PROFILE_N_GB_2009_0001_BOOT.csv.
However, the name of the files is changed during the e-damis process and especially the
characters that identify the GEG, for which the sent data refer to, are lost and replaced by a
code like V00012.
A dedicated resource within Eurostat will take responsibility for forwarding the files on to the
correct profiling contact within the NSI.
Each time Eurostat sends a file to a NSI, the e-damis correspondent in the NSI receives a
notification in which the real name of the file is indicated. So, you can make a link between the
name attributed by e-damis and the name given by the country which sends you the data.
In case the profiling team is not e-damis correspondent, it is possible to be, on request, the
recipient of the e-damis notification.
Moreover, to facilitate the transmission of files by Eurostat, it is recommended to the sender to
send a message to Eurostat and to the recipients of the files in which it is clearly indicated
which countries these files should be forwarded to.
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Example: ONS sent via e-Damis to Eurostat the following file:
EGR_PROFILE_N_GB_2010_0001_PIREGB
When received by EGR team, the name of the file was transformed into:
EGR_PROFILE_N_GB_2010_0001_V0012_R.GPG
Notification e-mail which allows making a link between the original file name and the e-damis
name:

9.5. Cooperation between the UCI NSI and the partnering NSIs
The International Profiling process relies heavily on the co-operation between NSIs. GEGs
have to be analysed by multiple partners and data shared amongst EU NSIs. Without
collaboration of all NSIs involved in the GEG, then it cannot result in a successful international
profile.
If a GEG operates in more countries substantially, the NSI of the UCI is advised to propose
close co-operation with the “partnering NSI” from the beginning. At the start of the profiling,
the NSIs which will be involved in the profiling need to be informed on the initiative. They can
then expect to receive a proposal for comments later on.
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Once the NSI of the country of the UCI will have defined the GEN with their constituent
legal units (LeU), the TENs will be generated as national parts of the GEN. This information
will be transmitted to the partnering NSIs of the countries involved in the GEN, and it will be of
their responsibility to confirm the TENs, their identification (e.g. in terms of the constituent
legal units) in their country and their ability to produce “core variables”; consequently they will
jointly confirm the GENs.
The confirmation of the TEN will have to examine the delineation of the reporting and
observation structure of the GEG and its TENs; especially the partnering NSIs should test:
The effect of the reduction in terms of number of enterprises;
The main effects in terms of NACE structure on the business statistics;
The potential reduction in terms of surveys questionnaires;
The presence of a reporting unit useful as a common data entry point;
The ability to produce adequate data and the acceptance by the local officers.

9.5.1. How to define the type of treatment (automatic vs. manual) to be operated
to confirm the TENs
The GEG chosen for profiling is generally "large and complex" and may be acting in a lot of
countries. In that case, it would be very difficult to reach an agreement with all the countries
involved in such a GEG. The following decision tree proposes to adopt automatic treatment for
the countries where the group has a limited activity (for the GEG and for the country).
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Proposal to make a distinction between large and small TENs:
-

Size of the TEN in number of employees and number of legal units
Impact of the LeU within the TEN on the national economy (are they in the census part
of the SBS or STS surveys?)
Complexity in terms of activity of the LeU involved and their relationships (are there
some intra-TEN flows?)

The automatic treatment could consist of using administrative data related to the LeU involved
in the TEN and aggregating them (it supposes that there are no intra-TEN flows between the
LeU). Further recommendations should be given on that topic in 2014.

9.5.2. Description of the manual treatment
In the case a manual treatment is necessary, the scheme below proposes a process for the
countries involved in a given GEG to adopt the truncated enterprises that would have been
defined by the country of the UCI. It supposes the existence of an interactive tool for profiling
(IPT) that will be the place for all the partnering countries involved in a profiled GEG and the
NSI of the UCI country to exchange information on this GEG. A feedback to the interactive
tool is equivalent to a feedback to the NSI which initiated the profiling.
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The TENs' confirmation includes 2 main steps:
1. The checking of the legal units proposed by the country of the UCI. This checking should
follow the same pattern as the one operated by the country of the UCI on its own legal units and
should lead to eliminate doubles, correct administrative and economic information, flag ceased
legal units, identify (with a national ID number) the legal units introduced by the country of the
UCI and eventually add new legal units (with an identification number). A more detailed
process is proposed in Box 6.
2. The checking of the TENs. This checking requires, as the initial profiling, a desk step, a
contact with the group in the partnering country and a discussion with the
NA/SBS/STS/FATS/BoP statisticians (with a priority given to the SBS statisticians).
The elements to take into account in the acceptance process of the TENs could be classified into
3 main categories:
1.
To test the relevance of the defined TEN (do the TENs give a good picture of the GEG
activity in the country? Will information be lost by using the TENs?)
2.
To test the usability of the TEN and collectability of data related to the defined TEN
3.
To test the potential use of administrative data on the LeU involved in the TEN
The manual treatment should be defined by answering the question: how will the data on this
TEN be collected?
a.
By surveying the TEN as a whole (needs to find a LeU representing the TEN)
b.
By surveying the parts of the TEN and consolidating the answers according to rules
(needs to define the minimal necessary information to proceed on such way: for
example, percentage of intra-TEN flows or all intra-TEN flows like in Italy consolidated
accounts.)
c.
By using administrative data related to the parts of the TEN and consolidating them
according to rules (see above)
d.
By mixing solutions b and c
In order to make an assessment, the following elements can be checked:
Can the TEN be considered as a whole?
Do the LeU’s composing the TEN have relationships?
Is there a LeU that can represent the TEN and be contacted for survey purposes (it
means that this unit has information for all the others included in the TEN and can be
considered as the reporting unit for the TEN)?
To answer these questions, internal action in the NSI is important, but it is also recommended to
search for a national representative of the GEG and define whether or not this unit could
provide information at the level of the TEN (or for all the TENs in the country).
The level of information that this national representative is willing or able to provide needs to
be defined. The previous list of questions can be a starting point of discussion with the national
representative of the GEG.
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BOX6: Further recommendations for the partnering exercise: a proposal
Profiling also includes monitoring the main economic variables20. Ideally the TENs would be
the units for statistical surveys, but they need to be able to provide the full set of accounts and at
the same time respect national boundaries.
It is possible that the TENs themselves comprise separate parts within the country which have
the ability to provide accounting data for statistical purposes. In this case consolidation at
national level is necessary. The separate parts are then observation units and the TEN is the
statistical unit (see box on units)
A possible set of questions to test the impact on the main economic variables can be:
1. Asking the group about the availability of the intra-group flows data to and from each
observation unit , that ensure the ability to national TEN-consolidation. Then adopting (and
describing) one of the two following approaches:
Managing the intra-group flows inside the NSI (for NSI’s: more work and the need of
appropriate skills; for Groups: necessary to open their system to NSI’s).
Obtaining the values from the Group (new job for the groups: a “quasi” survey; risks for
response burden).
2. List the economic variables that can be provided at the TENs’ level:
Are for example, for SBS, STS, FATS, all data immediately useful? Or is a phase of data
analyses (estimations) sufficient in a first stage?
3. At one time the leading profiling NSI will have to check turnover and employment values:
For each EU Country
Total EU
Data for Extra EU Country to support/complete/compare with OFATS results.
4. The turnover values need to be produced without intra-group flows:
For each EU Country “intra” means from the same country (national consolidated).
For the EU level “intra” means from each EU Country (EU consolidated).
5. In order to check the adequacy of the TENs’ values for the other business statistics domains,
collect in the first stage only for the profiling country more data for the TENs than strictly
necessary for profiling purposes (e.g. staff costs, purchases of goods and services, investments).
6. Evaluate if the minimum set of data collected is useful to estimate all the other variables (for
example for SBS requirements)?
7. Describe how and when the double coding system for NACE (global vs. local) was used.
8. For Option E, describe how to apportion GEN’s values to the national level; however for this
ESSnet the agreement was to use Option D in the main.
Checking the information sent by the NSI of the UCI on the GENs and the TENs can be done
as internal desk analysis and can be considered as partnering desk profiling. Many sources can
be used:
Comparing the last version of the EGR tree with the NSI data.
Comparing the data with the perimeter of the group coming from other statistical or private
sources from NSI (for example LIFI contents in France by instance).
Comparing the data with the information coming from the financial report of the group.
20

From WPA Report: 13.11 Profiling Option D requires the acceptance by all NSI’s of the revised TEN structures to underpin the statistical
outputs. As the data collection process remains the responsibility of each NSI, some feedback to the NSI that produced the profile would be
essential to ensure coherence of outputs. This would include monitoring the main economic variables as specified in the BR Regulation.
Feedback is also important as a trigger to update profiles. It is also a requirement that NSI’s would discontinue national profiling for the GEGs
in scope of central (global) profiling.
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Identifying each of the LeU in the national business register and checking the individual
information (name, ID code, NACE code, address) including the latest available
information.
Comparing the sub-consolidated figures of the TENs (employee number and subconsolidated turnover at national level) with national sources or information (for example:
structural business surveys results).
Once the TENs are checked from a BR point of view, a discussion is needed with the statistical
users to find out how to gather information on the new TENs and to ensure that these new
TENs will be used in the statistics.
There are several ways of collecting information on the new TENs, from the most to the less
integrated way, depending on different factors:
- Data on TENs collected at the global level of the group: this option is possible if there is an
agreement with the GEG (at the moment on its request) that the GEG delivers the necessary
variables (mainly the core variables) for all the TENs.21
- Data on TENs collected by surveying the national representative of the GEG. It means that
a national representative has been found and is able to deliver information for all the TENs
in the given country. This is the best option.
- Data on TENs gathered by using surveys on the legal units belonging to the TENs
- Data on the TENs gathered by using administrative data on the legal units belonging to the
TENs.
These two last options require consolidating data on legal units. The method of consolidation is
not completely established yet and requires intra-TEN flows information to be efficient.
Once the countries have completed their action they will then upload the file to e-Damis for the
UCI country to populate their national figures onto the worksheet “template transmission data”
and the worksheet ‘Information from the partnering’ from the profiling report. This part
describes what has been done by the partner, stressing the points that lead to proposed changes
in the profile or to conflicts between TENs and GENs

9.6. The conclusion of the profiling process
The profiling process will be finished and concluded with the adoption of the GEG statistical
unit’s profile by the NSI of the UCI and of the partnering countries. If not all countries agree,
then at the end there will only be a partly agreed result.
Part of the conclusion is also the commitment and formal agreement of the GEG that the profile
will be the basis for the statistical data reporting 22 . Except the statistical units that are
distinguished also the data collection procedures are part of the agreement. In these the
observation units and reporting units are defined if they deviate from the statistical units. A
letter for confirmation of the agreement needs to be sent to the GEG with a copy to all NSIs
involved. In the EGR should be made a reference to this letter.
The results of the profiling will be introduced in the EGR according to EGR procedures,
including the necessary time stamps. Special attention must be devoted to legal units which
belong to the GEG but are not in the EGR (cf. Box1).
21
22

The frequency of this option is a topic for testing.
This is after approval of the new approach and the decision on the implementation, so not in the testing phase.
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The profile will need a regular follow up for update. The frequency and intensity depend on
the kind of changes that occur. Signals of changes appear from the EGR but for large GEGs
signals also come from press publications for instance. The first profiling will be the largest
investment for the GEG and for the NSIs. A good follow up strategy will lead to benefits for a
long time.
An important issue in profiling is the reference date of the profile. This should be as current as
possible. It is very difficult to do a historical profile and to reach co-operation to do with the
GEG. Nevertheless, we have to work with information that is available and this can be less
current than desired, e.g. annual reports or data of the business register (incl. EGR).
Important is the profiling measurement date. This is the date on which the profiling activities
are declared closed or finished. If, during profiling, knowledge is obtained on imminent
changes, it is still the actual situation that is described, not the future situation. However,
expected changes have to be mentioned in the profiling report. And a provisional new profile is
necessary for the short-term statistics.
All steps are documented in the profiling report, which is the leading instrument in the
international profiling. At the end the profiling report will be the final documentation. It will
be again a source document if the profile needs to be updated.
The step 5 needs some treatment and explanation in more detail. The step takes place mainly in
the partnering countries which are involved in a given GEG.

10. Summary of the main results obtained at each step
The next scheme summarises the results of profiling: which units and variables in which step.

GEN
GENs delineation in terms of
legal units
activity code
employment
turnover
Other core variables (operating
surplus and investments)
Quality of the legal units
Identification of new legal units
TEN
TENs delineation
activity code
employment
turnover
other core variables
Identification of new legal units
Quality of the legal units
changes in the delineation of the
TEN

desk
profiling

contact with the
group

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

partnering
exercise

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
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11. Variables: specific sources of inconsistencies
The presentation of the profiling process states 2 kinds of responsibilities:
- “The collection of Business Register information (national and Euro-Groups Register, EGR)
is included in profiling”. This topic includes mainly 3 variables (employment, turnover and
main activity or NACE code), the consistency of which has to be assessed. We will present the
main lines of this topic hereunder as a first step for the development of this §.
- “The data collection of the (core) variables of the units needs also high attention of profilers,
but the responsibility of profiling teams does not go necessarily up to the collection of
information”. Their responsibility goes at least to the point that the profiling team should
ensure that the delineated enterprise statistical units are suitable for statistical purposes”. We
will have in the future to extend the consistency assessment to all the concerned “core”
variables; to do so, it is necessary to have previously agreed with the users on the terms of the
assessment, which was not possible for the writing of the present report.
Employment
The examination of the data found in the Annual Reports shows the following issues:
- Reference date or period of the measure; it can be:
- The last day of the accounting period (notion of stock)
- The average of the period, as a proxy of the “flow of work services” (most of the time,
the accounting year: the average can be on a monthly or a quarterly basis, mean of last
day of the year and of the previous year etc.);
- Counting of people; the number can be:
- On a “headcount” basis, each employee being counted as 1;
- On an “FTE” basis (full time equivalent), in which only the usual work time is taken
into account for FTE(no reference to extra-time); depending on the countries, the standards for
blue and white collars might be different;
- Except in “social reports”, the work time in hours is very rare.
- Type of contract with the employer; the employment can be based:
- Only on legally employed workforce
- Including also temporary workers
- Including also (non temporary) contract-workers.
Concerning employment, no “generally accepted standard” has been found until now, even if
the largest number refers to the bold categories. The type of variable must be made clear in the
“profiling report”.
There is a close conceptual relation with the “wages and salaries” and more generally to the
“benefit of the workforce” that is to be found either in the “by nature” P&L or in an note
annexed to the Annual Report: in practice, the information coming from different services of
the GEG, the consistency of this relation has to be checked.
Turnover
It is a very difficult topic:
as it has to be distinguished from “revenues” including non-turnover data (fees on
patents, licenses, brands; sales of old machines etc.); more and more often the revenues appear;
as it can be by origin (country, zone etc. of invoice) or by destination (country of buyer);
as it can be the contribution to the global consolidated T/O; or include the inter segment
sales (if on an arm’s length basis) etc.
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The data we would prefer are:
1/ proper turnover
2/ by origin
3/ non-consolidated between GENs.
4/ with a sub-consolidation inside each country / inside each TEN
5/ non-consolidated between TENs of different countries
This type of data do often exist including the 1/ to 3/ characteristics; the introduction of the
characteristics 4/ and 5/ needs cooperation from the GEG, even if the consolidation tables are
most of the time produced in the consolidation process and might be used for that: but they
need specific IT developments with 2 possible tracks (for bottom-up or for top-down
procedures). Experts’ remark: You should realize that preference 4/ (depending on how the
profiler has delineated the GENs, depending on the complexities of the GEG, depending on the
accounting standards and accounting software used, etc.) could range anywhere from a
difficult exercise to something quite impossible. For a big GEG this would be, in the best of all
circumstances and if possible at all, a burdensome thing to do. If the delineation is something
more extravagant, you should expect a reasonably negative answer.
Anyway, the produced data have to be very carefully documented as well when working with
the GEG as when exchanging data with partnering data.
Main activity
As to the NACE code, the main question relates to:
The determination of the whole bunch of activities performed by the GEG/GEN/TEN
(application of the classification rules)
The treatment of the non-marketed activities (headquarters services, support activities
etc.)
The treatment of vertical integration
The double coding
Etc.
The decisions taken have to be well detailed in the profiling report.

12. Skills
It is very important to look at some essential criteria along the lines of excellent communication
skills both verbal and written, being able to use their own initiative, good negotiation and
influencing skills, being flexible because this involves travelling to businesses as well as a good
knowledge and understanding of the business register, including the EGR.
A professional profiler should be an overall professional, well known with both the statistical
world, broader than the business register, and the business world. Only in this situation the
profiler can be a good communicator and negotiator.
Moreover the profiler must have basic knowledge and understanding of bookkeeping systems
and other information systems used in business organisations. The knowledge and
understanding must be present in the profiling team at least.
Skills are defined from experiences of national profiling in some EU countries. The
introduction of international global profiling will lead to additional necessary skills. Skills on
negotiation will not only apply to a kind of negotiation with GEGs but also with colleagues of
partner NSIs in an efficient and effective way. The creation of an international profiling
committee or body will be necessary in the future for tuning and to discuss and solve issues
related to international profiling. These issues may be general one, but can also be issues related
to individual GEGs.
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Glossary and List of Abbreviations
A&L
Ancillary unit
BR
BD4
BoP
BPM6
BR
Branche
CBS
CEO
CFO
D&B
ECB
EFTA
EG
EGR
ENT
ESS
EU
European
Countries
FATS
FDI
GAAPs
GDC
GDP
GEG
GEN
GGH
GGNA
GNI
GNP
GOD
IDBR
IFATS
IFRS
INSEE
IPT

Assets and Liabilities which are part of the balance sheet
Unit that performs an activity such as accounting, staff
management, transportation, …
Business Register
The OECD Benchmark Definition of Foreign Direct Investment, 4th
edition
Balance of Payments
Balance of Payments and International Investment Position Manual,
sixth edition
Business Register
part of a legal entity
Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (Statistics Netherlands)
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Financial Officer
Dun & Bradstreet
European Central Bank
European Free Trade Association:
Liechtenstein, Iceland, Norway, and Switzerland
Enterprise Group
Euro Group Register. European Register that includes the 10000
largest groups operating in the EU.
Enterprise as is in present practise in the NSIs for economic
statistics
European Statistical System
European Union
In these guidelines: EU member states + EFTA countries

Foreign Affiliates Statistics
Foreign Direct Investment
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles: US-GAAPS for the US
(Global) Group Decision Centre
Gross Domestic Product
Global Enterprise Group
Global Enterprise
Global Group Head
Expert Group on the impact of Globalization on the National
Accounts
Gross National Income
Gross National Product
Group Operating Division
UK Interdepartmental Business Register
Inward Foreign Affiliates Statistics
International Financial Reporting Standards
Institut National de la Statistique et des études économiques (French
National Institute for Statistics and Economic Studies)
Interactive Profiling Tool. Tool created for the profilers to share
information on GEG under profiling and disseminated profiled GEG
information.
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IPT-DB

IS
ISTAT
KAU
LeU
LKAU
GEG
MS
MUNA
NA
NACE
NSA
NSI
OECD
OFATS
ONS
P&L
Prodcom
R&D
SBS
SNA
SPE / SPV
SPV
STATFIN
STS
SU Regulation
TEN
UCI
UK
UN
UNECE
VA
VAT
WPA

Interactive Profiling Tool – Eurostat central database that includes
the information on all the groups profiled or in the process of
profiling
Investment statistics
Istituto nazionale de statistica (Italian National Statistical Institute)
Kind of Activity Unit
Legal Unit
Local Kind of Activity Unit
Multinational Enterprise Group. This corresponds to the GEG.
Member States
Multinationals in National Accounts
National Accounts
Nomenclature statistique des Activités économiques dans la
Communauté Européenne
National Statistical Agency
National Statistical Institute
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Outward Foreign Affiliates Statistics
Office for National Statistics (UK)
Profit and Losses
Production Communautaire
Research and Development
Structural Business Statistics
System of National Accounts (UN)
Special Purpose Entity (see also SPV)
Special Purpose Vehicle (see also SPE)
Statistics Finland
Short Term Statistics
Statistical Unit Regulation
Truncated Enterprise
Ultimate Controlling Institutional Unit
United Kingdom
United Nations
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
Value Added
Value Added Tax
Work Package A of the ESSnet profiling
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ANNEX 1a: Examples of templates of letters to GEGs to introduce profiling



1. Letter template (UK/ONS)
Office for National Statistics
Government Buildings
Cardiff Road
Newport
South Wales
NP11 8XG

ESSnet International Profiling of Large and
Complex Multinational Enterprise Groups
Dear Sir/Madam,
In the UK, the Office for National Statistics (ONS) is the executive office of the UK Statistics
Authority, a non-ministerial department which reports directly to Parliament. The ONS has been tasked
along with a number of other European countries to profile businesses internationally and is contacting
your company for your co-operation in this project.
This is an exciting opportunity for the public and private sector to work together to develop a
comprehensive European business register of multinational enterprises. The ultimate aims of this
project are to reduce the burden of national statistical surveys and to improve the collection of
statistical data globally.
This new process is being piloted with several other multinational enterprise groups across all
industry sectors. We now wish to start a regular and personal dialogue with these large groups and
would welcome your involvement.
Of course, the usual confidentiality rules would continue to apply, for data that we collect from
your organisation, exactly in the same way as they apply presently for the legal units identified
nationally.
I have attached a background note which gives more information on the project and I would
now like to take this opportunity to obtain your agreement to participate. I would like to follow this up
with a telephone from one of my senior staff to discuss your participation within the next week.
If you require any further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact myself on nr ……...
Thank you very much in advance for your cooperation and understanding.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs ……………….
Deputy Director Business Data Division
Further information about National Statistics can be found on our website at
www.ons.gov.uk
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2. Letter template (INSEE/Destatis):

Monsieur L… T …
Président Exécutif d’EEEE
xx boulevard de MMMM
F – 75vvv PARIS Cedex 16
Please answer to:
Pierre Teillet - Jean-Paul Dadu
Tel.: +33 (0)1 41 17 52 61
Tel.: +33 (0)1 41 17 69 64

Paris, February 23,

2012
Email: DG75-E240@insee.fr
E240/PT-JPD

N° iii/DG75-

Subject : Profiling of Large and Complex Multinational Enterprise Groups
Mr President,
In France, INSEE is in charge of the execution of the whole official statistical programme. In Germany,
the Federal Statistical Office (DESTATIS) is the executive and coordinating office of the German
official statistics. The INSEE and DESTATIS have been tasked, along with a number of other European
countries, to develop methods suited to “profile” businesses at the international level. This work is
organised in a so-called ESSnet (European Statistical System network), sponsored mainly by the EU.
We are contacting your company for your co-operation in this project.
This new approach is being piloted with several multinational enterprise groups across all industry
sectors. It aims to collect data not from each company, subsidiary or legal unit, but from the operating
segments defined by the group for its own internal information and for its financial reporting system.
We now wish to start a regular and personal dialogue with these large groups. EEEE group, as the
European leader and one of the world leaders in the A… and D… sectors, appears to be an excellent
candidate for testing the European profiling, which would in your case be jointly carried out by
DESTATIS and INSEE.
The ultimate aims of this project are to reduce the burden of national statistical surveys and to improve
the quality of collected statistical data as well globally as at the national level. Of course, the usual
confidentiality rules would continue to apply. For data that we would like to collect from your
organisation, we would seek agreement all the way on how we could use them.
I attached a background note which gives more information on the project and I would now like to take
this opportunity to obtain your agreement to take part in this exercise. I would be grateful if you could
tell us the name(s) of the EEEE officer(s), from Finance or Accounting Division, designated to thorough
examine the project with my staff. Your staff members can contact Mr Pierre Teillet, Manager of the
project “Profiling of large and complex multinational enterprises” and co-ordinator of the European
working group, or Mr Jean-Paul Dadu, in charge of your group in the Profiling project team, whose
phone fax numbers and e-mail address are above-mentioned. For the German part of our team, they can
contact Mr Roland Sturm (roland.sturm@destatis.de) or Mrs Natalie Rosenski
(natalie.rosenski@destatis.de) of DESTATIS.
Thank you very much in advance for your help and understanding.
Yours faithfully,
Le Directeur Général de l’INSEE
Jean-Philippe Cotis
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ANNEX 1b: Introductory and explanatory notes to GEGs

International Profiling of Large and Complex Multinational Enterprisegroups
(ESSnet on International Profiling)
With the advent of globalisation, economic activities undertaken by enterprises are now
extending more and more beyond national borders. As a result, national and international
statistical agencies are now faced with new challenges, particularly with respect to the need for
increased statistical standardisation together with greater international co-operation. A number
of Member States of the European Union and Switzerland have been tasked along to profile
businesses internationally in the so called ESSnet project on profiling. This ESSnet is an
initiative of the European Commission and from there the ESS, coordinated by Eurostat, that is
the official statistical institute of the European Commission.
A 4 year partnership of 7 European Statistical System (ESS) members comprising of the
following National Statistical Institutes (NSI’s):France (Institute National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques) as co-ordinator,
Finland (Statistics Finland),
Germany (Statistisches Bundesamt),
Italy (Istituto Nazionale di Statistica),
Netherlands (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek),
Switzerland (Bundesamt für Statistik) and
United Kingdom (Office for National Statistics),
has been established to carry out an International Profiling feasibility study. This study entails
reviewing the system of statistical units and then to develop and test common profiling methods
and procedures with a view to implementation in the future, in the entire European Statistical
System.
(The definition of profiling is to confirm (prove) which legal and administrative units are
contained within an enterprise group by communicating with the business. Thus providing the
most efficient structure for the collection of statistical data).
The concept of an ESSnet project is that a few Member States interested in a specific domain,
actively collaborate on the common task and disseminate the results to those not participating.
The aim of the ESSnet project is to identify areas where more standardised and coordinated
approaches to measuring the activities of multinational enterprises could contribute to improved
national and international economic statistics. The ESSnet on profiling is an experimental study
which will be used to explore the concept of having multinational enterprises reporting in an
integrated and consistent fashion to several NSI’s.
The developed methodology is being tested now. Some more EU countries have joined the
ESSnet partners for this testing.
Each of the NSI’s involved in testing are inviting a few multinational enterprises to participate
in the project. Enterprises that agree to take part will be asked to provide basic statistics on their
business activity for all the ESS Countries in which they are operating. All the information
requested from each enterprise will be gathered by the NSI that contacted it. This NSI will then
provide the other NSI’s involved with the portion of the information that pertains to their
respective countries. This data sharing will take place only with the enterprise’s written consent
for its information to be shared with the other NSI’s.
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The European Commission and the heads of the participating NSI’s fully endorse and support
the project. In addition, these NSI’s are committed to maintaining the confidentiality of the
information that is collected and shared as part of this project, and they agree to the following
provisions:
Any information collected will be used only for statistical purposes within the scope of
the ESSnet.
Any information provided will be stored in a secure environment.
Only employees working directly on the ESSnet in the participating NSI’s will have
access to identifiable information, subject to the provisions below.
No shared information pertaining to an enterprise will be redistributed to any other
organisations without the enterprise’s written consent.
If an enterprise does not provide its written consent, none of the information it provides
to the contact NSI will be shared with the other NSI’s participating in the ESSnet, and none of
the information will be redistributed to any other organisations.
It should be noted that while all NSI’s are strongly committed to the above-mentioned rules,
such an agreement cannot override national legislation.
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ANNEX 1c: Declaration of endorsement and commitment
DECLARATION OF ENDORSEMENT AND COMMITMENT TO
PROTECTING THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF COLLECTED DATA
(Template, to be amended according to national practises)

ESSnet on profiling Multi-National Enterprise Groups
AUTHORISATION TO RELEASE DATA
I hereby give permission to the xxx(who?) to share the following information collected via the
ESSnet Profiling of Large and Complex Multinational Enterprise groups for the duration of this
action.
Gross sales, revenues or turnover
Sales or revenues between geographical segments (eliminated upon consolidation)
Total net sales
Operating earnings or losses (earnings before interest and taxes)
Capitalised expenditures
Number of employees
Legal entities list
…………………
…………………
If permission is granted, the information will be shared with the following National Statistics
Institutes (NSI’s):
 France (Institut National de la statistique et des études économiques (INSEE);
 Finland (Statistics Finland STATFIN);
 Germany (Statistisches Bundesamt DESTATIS);
 Italy (Istituto Nazionale di Statistica ISTAT);
 The Netherlands (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek CBS);
 Switzerland (Bundesamt für Statistik BFS);
 The United Kingdom (Office for National Statistics ONS)
 ………………………………………
 ………………………………………

If permission is not granted, the information will not be transmitted to the participating
statistical agencies1.
The following set of rules has been agreed to by all participating NSIs:





The information collected will be used only for statistical purposes within the scope of
the ESSnet.
Only employees working directly on the ESSnet project in the participating NSI’s will
have access to identifiable information.
The information provided will be stored in secured environments.
The information shared will not be redistributed to any other organisations without the
prior consent of the participating multinational enterprise.

It is to be noted that while all NSI’s agree to adhere to the above-mentioned rules, such an
agreement cannot override national legislation in the country of receipt that may require
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subsequent disclose or use of the data not described above. It is also understood that this
permission may be rescinded at any time by telephoning the (Name) at xxx, followed by
confirmation in writing.
This permission will continue to be in effect until such permission is withdrawn.
Signature: ______________________________________________
Name: ______________________________________________
Title: ______________________________________________
Organisation: ______________________________________________
Date: ______________________________________________
(1.
In National Statistical Offices staff are bound by the strict confidentiality provisions
lead down in National and European Statistical Laws)
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ANNEX 2: Autonomy in international context, guidelines
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Introduction
1 Autonomy is a crucial criterion in the delineation of the enterprise statistical unit. Autonomy
can be applied at several levels, e.g. at the Enterprise Group level and at the Enterprise level.
EFINITION 1 - A person (physical or juridical) is defined as autonomous when he (or it) has
the control of the use (it may not be the owner from a legal point of view) of the whole
productive means, of the whole productive process, of the whole productive outputs of the
economic activities in which it is engaged.
The best translation of the term autonomy is in the context it will be used here is: the power of
self-government.
The concept of autonomy in the globalisation world
2 In the modern economic world the enterprises have increasingly chosen to organize and
conduct their business operations in the form of a cluster of various separate corporations
(legal units), rather than as a single corporate entity (legal unit) 24 . The largest enterprises
typically evolve as a complex, large-scale business network, where the different parts of the
business are allocated to a group of affiliated corporations (subsidiary corporations); global coordination is obtained through the submission of such “legally independent” parts to a common
economic strategy. The management of the whole is exercised by headquarters.
“The globalisation describes a process by which regional economies, societies and cultures
have become integrated through a global network of communication, transportation and trade of
goods and services” (ESSnet on International profiling, WPA report 2010).
In case of multinational enterprise (or national enterprise group)the headquarters of the EG are
the only decision centre that may take all types of decisions – strategic and current - in own
will and free from external influences, because it has the control of the whole productive
means, of the whole productive process, of the whole productive outputs and of the whole
financial processes of the economic activities in which it is engaged.
Operational criteria and rules to identify autonomy
3. Two levels of autonomy (self-governance) can be distinguished, one for the Enterprise Group
and one for the Enterprise. The group has full autonomy at the highest level and exercises this
mainly and at least for strategic and long term decisions. The group head only needs to give
account and to report for its decisions to the owners or to the board of shareholders of the group
and in direct contact. A second and lower level of autonomy is that related to the allocation of
current resources in the production processes. This is to be understood from a more operational
view. If the Enterprise is a part of the Group the Enterprise management has to give account
and to report to Group management
In terms of statistics: for statistics related to large and strategic, mostly financial, decisions, the
Enterprise Groups is the most eligible statistical unit and for statistics related to current
production the Enterprise is the most eligible one.
23

Source: ESSnet on International profiling, work package B, February 2012
on this topic see also chapter 13 on basic organisational principles and appearances of large Multinational
Enterprise Groups
24
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4. The main criteria to identify autonomy
On the levels in a (large and complex) organisation where the important decisions are taken, the
following kinds of decisions are assumed to be relevant and could be considered to be criteria in
checking.
For the Enterprise Group:
mergers and de-concentrations, i.e. the authority to buy (stocks of) other Legal Units
(being or not autonomous enterprises) or sell parts of the Group itself;
income assessment, i.e. decisions on keeping reserve funds, large unexpected
depreciations, etc.;
income distribution, i.e. the allocation of the generated income, e.g. from production, to
shareholders, investments or reservations;
financing of new projects or termination of ongoing ones.
For the Enterprise:
- fixed capital investments within certain limits for the running production;
- recruitment or dismissal of personnel;
- raises in salaries and other remunerations;
- choice of the assortment of products;
- size of the production;
- provisions for doubtful debtors;
- pricing of the output/products;
- choice of the suppliers.
The Enterprise Group is market oriented by definition. For the Enterprise market orientation is
also a requirement (with some exceptions when quasi-enterprises within a Group must be
distinguished)
5. It is, of course, to be realised that none of the mentioned criteria are absolute. A production
manager may be allowed to decide to invest in new machinery but he will not be permitted to
build a whole new complex. Actual sales prices will, taking into account the market, be set by
the sales department of the production unit, but the price policies may be made by the overall
management of the production unit as a “strategic” issue. The board of directors of the Group
probably has the authority to withhold large amounts of reserves but the shareholders may not
like it, if they are not paid any dividends at all. So everything has to be seen in its perspective,
which it is exactly what makes it so difficult to establish straightforward rules. Autonomy and
the level of it mostly seem from management contract between the Enterprise management and
the Group management. On the one hand we have mandated responsibilities, on the other duties
to give account and to report on results and performances.
6. In order to be able to operate as an autonomous unit it is necessary to have available
information systems to control and to report. From these systems meaningful real economic
figures can be provided, also for statistics. If information systems, maybe only for internal use,
are lacking, then the existence of an autonomous unit is very doubtful. A first hold in the
analysis of a large Enterprise Group into Enterprises is the existence of Group Operating
Divisions (GODs). These can nearly almost be considered to be autonomous. But, dependent of
the statistical needs, it can be necessary to explore the capability of GODs to be “Enterprises”
or reversely Enterprises can be defined at a lower level within the GODs, keeping the basic
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principles for criteria to be autonomous. A good conclusion is only possible after consulting
the Enterprise Groups and agreeing with it, but with the requirements from statistics in mind.
7. The analysis of multinational enterprise groups should start regardless the territorial
boundaries. If territorial boundaries belong to the organisational criteria of the Enterprise
Group, they still have to be analysed to check if they fit with requirements from statistics. It is
often easier to judge that a potential unit is not an enterprise because it does not fulfil some
basic requirements (negative approach) than to follow a positive approach to confirm it as
adequate.
8. The BR recommendation manual (chapter 19) suggests three different operational criteria
can be applied to identify an enterprise as autonomous actor in the economic world:
An enterprise has accounts at its disposal
The operations of an enterprise are managed in an integrated manner
The enterprise is market-oriented.
In some way these criterions summarise the more detailed previous treatment related to the
aspect of autonomy. Also here the distinguished criteria must be considered in their
combination and not solely.
9. Identification rules
The following operational rules meet mainly the need to identify autonomous statistical units.
The aim is to produce statistical information consistent at EU level, and as close as possible to
the economic reality.
Identification rule 1 - A single legal unit not controlled by any other legal units is an
autonomous enterprise.
Identification rule 2 - An enterprise group (Multinational or National) is autonomous in itself;
it will be equal to an Enterprise if there are no reasons to split it into more autonomous parts.
Identification rule 3 - In case of a conglomerate group 25 each sub-group, if and only if it
produces sub-consolidated accounts, has at least to be treated as an independent Enterprise and
the intra-flow transactions between the sub-groups are not take in consideration
Some (Multinational or National) enterprise groups (or sub-groups) may decide to organise
their activities in different “Group Operating Segments” (“GODs”) or “business lines”.
Identification rule 4 - If the GODs are observable (their existence are proved in the reporting
system of the Group), they are the starting point to identify and delineate the “autonomous
enterprises”.
Considering the market oriented criterion:
Identification rule 5 - If one GOD inside a Group (or sub-group) represents a way on which the
“group” itself performs a specific productive activity (it means that it contains all legal entities
and their parts serving to this scope), it will be considered as a separate (autonomous) global
enterprise. .

25

a conglomerate groups exists if the enterprise group is engaged in different activities that have no links except of
shareholding with each other: no product, no process, no sales force, no brands etc in common.
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Identification rule 6 – If inside a GOD there are more (market oriented) autonomous parts
for which meaningful statistical data can be provided, these have to be considered as
autonomous units and should be proposed to be global enterprises.
Identification rule 7 - If one GOD perform support activities (as ancillary unit: administration,
IT, wholesale, transport… or as artificial subsidiary corporation: own land, building,
equipment or being nominal employer) for other GODs and the main part (more than 50%) of
its transactions is with other GODs it has to be considered as a serving GOD. In this case it is
not considered an autonomous enterprise. The outputs of the serving GOD have to be
considered as intermediate consumption for the other GODs and its accounting data have to be
consolidated with the data of the autonomous enterprise (global or truncated) it serves, in
principle. However, there can be exceptions, e.g. for R&D and for holding activities which are
provided at market prices. Here it can be considered to define quasi enterprises, which are dealt
with in statistics as enterprises, see rule 8.
Taking in consideration the NACE26 manual, the following rule is valid:
Identification rule 8 –The R&D activities, if separated business line inside the EG, have to be
considered “autonomous” GEN and from there TEN.
Where possible the SNA 27 and NACE 28 manuals should be taken in consideration in the
decisions on the establishment of the enterprise statistical unit
Autonomy at global and national level
10. The market orientation is an important criterion to identify the autonomous global
enterprises. The question is then: in which market and for which market we need to define these
units.
It is possible to speak in terms of local, regional, national, European, global market.
In particular, and for our purposes, autonomy at global and national level could not be
considered in the same manner. The boundaries of the European country have to be taken into
account and to be related to the concept of “residence” in the National Accounts.
An example can help:
A, B and C are three legal units controlled by the same GEG. A and B are manufacturing units;
C is a wholesale unit. They are part of the same GOD. The combination of A, B and C has to be
considered as one Global Enterprise.
A is resident in country X, B and C are resident in country Y.
If there are intra-flow transactions between B and C, C can be considered as ancillary unit and
the Truncated Enterprise is the sum of B and C. The NACE TEN code = NACE GEN code.
If there are transactions between A and C (and not with B) this transactions are import/export
activities and they are evaluated at arm’s length (for tax purposes). In this case we still have one
GEN with one TEN in country X (legal unit A) and one TEN in country Y (combination of
legal units B and C).
11. Autonomy at the global level is determining in the delineation of the Enterprise statistical
unit GEN. The truncated national or geographical parts of this are not necessarily autonomous
because these are under the operational leadership of the GEN management, even if this is
under local legal conditions.

26

NACE introduction guidelines, § 53
System of National Accounts – 2008, 5.21-5.28
28
NACE introduction guidelines, § 77
27
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Autonomy in relation to the provision of meaningful statistical data
12. The provision of meaningful economic figures is the purpose of business economic
statistics. The best way to comply with this purpose is to find a fit with the information that is
compiled for management purposes within the GEG and for the operational management of it.
Also information for shareholders and/or the board of commissioners reflects real information
on the operations of the GEG. Managers of autonomous units will have meaningful and detailed
information available from accounting systems and from other internal information systems.
The best way to get meaningful data is to connect the need for statistical information to the
available accounting and information systems and to extract data from these in data collection.
At the highest level and for the Groups Operating Divisions accounting systems are being
standardised according to the IFRS, but more detailed information systems related to more
detailed autonomous units may be available.

